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1 Introduction

Defects in conformal field theories have long been recognized as useful probes of interest-

ing physics and have been broadly used in all areas where CFTs are ubiquitous, ranging

from condensed matter and statistical physics to particle theory. In this paper we will

study, holographically, superconformal interface defects in the maximally supersymmetric

theory on the world-volume of multiple M2-branes. This theory was constructed in [1]

and is a Chern-Simons matter theory with two SU(N) gauge groups of equal and opposite

Chern-Simons levels k with N being the number of M2-branes.1 For k = 1, 2 the theory

preserves N = 8 superconformal symmetry and, at large N , has a holographic description

in terms of eleven-dimensional supergravity on the background AdS4 × S7. For k > 2, the

supersymmetry is broken to N = 6 and the gravity dual background is AdS4 × S7/Zk,
where the Zk acts on the Hopf fiber of S7 written as a U(1) bundle over CP3.

There are two types of codimension-one defects in conformal field theory: the ones that

only support degrees of freedom present in the bulk and ones that support new degrees of

freedom confined to the defect. Here we study the first kind of defects and refer to them

as interfaces or Janus configurations. Such Janus configurations have been constructed

before for N = 4 SYM theory in four dimensions. Indeed, the holographic description of

Janus configurations was initiated in [4] where a non-supersymmetric Janus solution was

constructed directly in IIB supergravity. The field theory interpretation of this interface

was clarified in detail in [5], and it was shown in [6] how to calculate correlation functions

in the presence of this interface holographically. This construction was later generalized

and a number of supersymmetric and superconformal interfaces in N = 4 SYM were found

in field theory [5, 7, 8].

The supergravity duals of some of these defects were constructed in [9–12]. There

also had been a number of studies on codimension-one defects in N = 4 SYM which

support extra degrees of freedom, see, for example, [13] for a holographic approach to such

defects and [14, 15] for a detailed field theory analysis. It will be very interesting to study

such generalizations of our Janus configurations both from the point of view of the field

theory and in supergravity. In particular the low-energy theory for the well-known M2-M5

intersection will be described by such an interface with (4, 4) supersymmetry.2 However

we will not study these types of defects in the current work.

The dual gravitational description of the lowest dimension operators in the spectrum

of the N = 8 ABJM theory is given by N = 8, SO(8) gauged supergravity in four dimen-

sions [21]. Since we are interested in describing Janus configurations that support only such

low-dimension ABJM operators (or degrees of freedom), this supergravity theory will be

our main tool for constructing the gravity dual solutions to superconformal interfaces. We

employ the usual Janus Ansatz of [4] with its domain-wall metric having an AdS3 slicing.3

1Since we are interested in a limit where the number of M2-branes is large we will use the ABJM theory.

See [2, 3] for earlier work on the problem of finding the world volume theory of multiple M2-branes.
2See the recent work [16–20] for a discussion on supersymmetric boundary conditions with various

amounts of supersymmetry in supersymmetric Chern-Simons theories coupled to matter.
3See [22] for early work on holography for asymptotically AdSD+1 solutions with AdSD slicing.
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The metric of the Janus solutions is asymptotically AdS4 and the only other non-trivial

fields of the N = 8 supergravity theory will be the scalars that vary as a function of the

domain-wall radial variable.

Using this Ansatz and solving the BPS equations of the N =8 supergravity theory we

find Janus solutions that preserve conformal invariance in (1+1) dimensions and 1/2, 1/8 or

1/16 of the maximal (8, 8) supersymmetry. In particular we find a Janus configuration with

(4, 4) supersymmetry and an SO(4)×SO(4) R-symmetry, a (0, 2) defect with SU(3)×U(1)

global symmetry with U(1) R-symmetry as well as a (0, 1) defect with G2 global symmetry.

Our 1/2-BPS SO(4) × SO(4) Janus solutions can be uplifted, using existing technol-

ogy, to a solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity and they represent a one-parameter

generalization of the Janus solution found in [23]. It is also interesting to note that our

more general Janus solutions have not been captured by the classification given in [23, 24].

The detailed comparison and the eleven-dimensional uplift can be found in appendix B of

this paper.

The reason we restrict to the three classes of examples listed above is that all of

them can be described in a unified fashion by considering consistent truncations of the

maximal N = 8 theory in four dimensions (which has 70 scalars) to a sector with a given

global symmetry and only one scalar and one pseudoscalar that can be combined into a

complex scalar parametrizing a SU(1, 1)/U(1) scalar manifold. One of the features of all

our Janus solutions is that they come in continuous families in which one of the parameters

is the asymptotic value of the phase of the complex supergravity scalar. This parameter

is rather simple from the point of view of four-dimensional supergravity but in eleven

dimensions and in the dual field theory it makes very significant changes to the physics.

In eleven dimensions this phase controls the relative amount of metric deformation versus

internal magnetic 3-form flux and on the M2-brane the phase determines the combination

of fermionic and a bosonic bilinear operators that are turned on and develop a non-trivial

profile in the bulk ABJM theory.

In addition to the Janus solutions discussed above we also find a holographic realization

of the phenomenon of RG flow domain walls, that is, a codimension-one defect that spatially

separates two distinct superconformal fixed points related by an RG flow. See [25] and [26]

for recent work on such configurations in two- and three-dimensional CFT’s. The examples

we present are interfaces between the maximally supersymmetric ABJM theory with SO(8)

global symmetry and one of two distinct N = 1 SCFT with G2 global symmetry, which

are related to the SO(8) theory by an RG flow [27]. The two distinct N = 1 SCFT are

related by a reversal of the sign of the eleven-dimensional magnetic flux for their dual AdS4

solutions and we also present a Janus solution which interpolates between them. On the

interface all of these examples preserves (0, 1) superconformal symmetry and the G2 global

symmetry. To the best of our knowledge these are the first examples of a holographic

description of RG flow domain walls. We plan to explore more general examples in the

upcoming work [28].

Previous efforts to construct supersymmetric Janus solutions were generally made using

IIB or eleven-dimensional supergravity [10–12, 23]. The advantage of gauged supergravity

is that it is extremely efficient in encoding some of the very complicated background fields
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of the higher-dimensional supergravity theories. As a result, it does not introduce a new

level of difficulty if one wants to study superconformal defects that preserve less than half

of the maximal supersymmetry since the system of BPS equations always reduces to a

coupled system of ODEs for the four-dimensional metric coefficients and the supergravity

scalars. If one were to study these solutions directly in eleven-dimensional supergravity one

would typically have the daunting task of solving a system of coupled, non-linear PDE’s.

Another advantage of the four-dimensional description is that it should allow for more

efficient calculations of correlation functions in the dual field theory in the presence of the

Janus defect [6].

In the next section we first review the holographic dictionary for M2-branes and how

the four-dimensional scalars of interest are embedded in eleven-dimensional supergravity.

In section 3 we summarize the basic structure of the class of supergravity truncations that

we wish to study and in section 4 we perform the detailed analysis of the supersymmetry

and derive a universal set of BPS equations for all our Janus solutions. In section 5 we

present an analytic supergravity solution corresponding to a (4, 4)-supersymmetric interface

with SO(4) × SO(4) R-symmetry. In section 6 we find numerical solutions describing a

(0, 2) Janus with SU(3)×U(1)×U(1) global symmetry. We then find Janus solutions and

RG flow domain walls with (0, 1) supersymmetry and G2 global symmetry in section 7. We

conclude, in section 8, with a discussion of some problems for future study. In appendix A

we summarize various technical aspects of N =8 supegravity and in appendix C we discuss

alternative choices for the supergravity truncations in the SU(3)×U(1)2 and G2 sector and

show that they do not yield Janus solutions. Appendix B contains details of the eleven-

dimensional uplift of our (4, 4)-supersymmetric Janus solutions and a detailed comparison

with the results of [23]. We also show that most of our new (4, 4)-supersymmetric Janus

solutions are not covered by the earlier classification in [24].

2 The holographic dictionary and eleven-dimensional supergravity

Before diving into the details of the new Janus solutions it is valuable to review some of

the subtleties in the holographic dictionary for the N = 8 supergravity and to recall how

the supergravity scalars encode different aspects of the eleven-dimensional theory.

First, the seventy-dimensional scalar manifold of the N = 8 theory consists of 35

scalars in the 35s of SO(8) and 35 pseudoscalars in the 35c of SO(8). To linear order

in the S7 truncation of eleven-dimensional supergravity, the former correspond to metric

perturbations and the latter correspond to modes of the tensor gauge field, A(3). At higher

orders these modes, of course, mix through the non-linear interactions.

The basic holographic dictionary4 implies that the scalars are dual to the dimension-

one operators which may be thought of as bosonic bilinears of the form

OABb = Tr(XAXB)− 1

8
δABTr(XCXC) , A,B,C = 1, . . . , 8 , (2.1)

4Here we will ignore subtle issues about monopole operators in the ABJM theory and treat them as

bosonic/fermionic bilinear operators for simplicity. Alternatively one can view our discussion as applicable

to the BLG theory [2, 3].
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and the pseudoscalars are dual to dimension-two operators, which can be thought of as

fermionic bilinears of the form

OȦḂf = Tr(λȦλḂ)− 1

8
δȦḂTr(λĊλĊ) , Ȧ, Ḃ, Ċ = 1, . . . , 8 . (2.2)

However, as discussed in [29], there are subtleties in this dictionary coming from the choice

of how one quantizes the modes.

The problem is how to distinguish between operator perturbations of the field theory

Lagrangian and the development of vevs of the same operator. Usually non-normalizable

supergravity modes correspond to coupling constants in perturbations of the Lagrangian

of the dual theory, while normalizable supergravity modes correspond to states of the field

theory, described by vevs. However, as discussed in [29], this “standard quantization” does

not necessarily apply in four dimensions if the scalars in the gravitational bulk theory have

masses in the range −9/4 < m2L2 < −5/4, where L is the scale of the AdS4 fixed point.

One can equally well choose “alternative quantization,” which reverses the standard dictio-

nary with non-normalizable modes describing vevs and normalizable modes representing

perturbations of the Lagrangian. For the 70 scalars of the N = 8 supergravity theory we

have m2L2 = −2 around the maximally supersymmetric vacuum dual to the ABJM theory

and thus one can choose alternative quantization. On the other hand, it was shown in [30]

that to preserve the supersymmetry in N = 4 supergravity (and therefore to preserve the

supersymmetry in N = 8 supergravity) the supergravity pseudoscalars must be quantized

in exactly the opposite way to the supergravity scalars. Thus, if the supergravity scalars

follow the rules of standard quantization then the supergravity pseudoscalars must undergo

alternative quantization, and vice versa.

As noted in [31], there are thus two possible choices of holographic dictionary for the

seventy spin-0 particles of supergravity but there is only one choice in which the scaling

dimensions of the supergravity modes match precisely with the scaling dimensions of the

operators or couplings of the dual M2-brane theory. The correct holographic dictionary

is thus:

• The non-normalizable (∆ = 1) modes of the 35 pseudoscalars describe fermion masses

on the M2-brane while for the 35 scalars the ∆ = 1 modes correspond to vevs of boson

bilinears.

• The normalizable (∆ = 2) modes of the 35 pseudoscalars describe vevs of fermion

bilinears on the M2-brane while for the 35 scalars the ∆ = 2 modes correspond to

bosonic masses.

This is the only dictionary that is consistent with the following three features of the maxi-

mally supersymmetric AdS4 vacuum (where all the supergravity scalars and pseudoscalars

vanish) and the Hilbert space erected on it: a) N = 8 supersymmetry, b) the relationship

between supergravity scalars and bosonic couplings/vevs on the M2-brane and supergravity

pseudoscalars and fermionic couplings/vevs on the M2-brane, and c) the scaling dimensions

of supergravity fields match the scaling dimensions of dual couplings or vevs.
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To summarize, suppose that the AdS4 has the Poincaré form:

dsAdS4 =
1

ρ2
(−dt2 + dx2 + dy2) +

dρ2

ρ2
. (2.3)

Denote the 35 scalars by Φi and the 35 pseudoscalars by Ψi, then they will generically have

the following asymptotic expansion close to the AdS4 boundary at ρ→ 0:

Φi ≈ φ(v)
i ρ+ φ

(s)
i ρ2 +O(ρ3) ,

Ψi ≈ ψ(s)
i ρ+ ψ

(v)
i ρ2 +O(ρ3) .

(2.4)

The coefficients φ
(v)
i and φ

(s)
i are related to the vev and the source for the bosonic bilinear

operator of dimension ∆ = 1 and ψ
(v)
i and ψ

(s)
i are related to the vev and the source for the

fermionic bilinear operator of dimension ∆ = 2. It should, however, be remembered that if

a supergravity mode involves a non-zero, non-normalizable part (O(ρ)) then it can source

the normalizable part (O(ρ2)) and so disentangling the independent physical meaning of the

normalizable components can be subtle and one should use holographic renormalization.

There is, of course, no such difficulty if the non-normalizable part vanishes.

The truncations of four-dimensional supergravity that we consider here consists of a

complex scalar, z, in an SU(1, 1)/U(1) = SL(2,R)/SO(2) coset. The real part of z is a

supergravity scalar and the imaginary part of z is a pseudoscalar. Thus the real part of z,

at linear order, encodes metric perturbations in eleven dimensions and is dual to operators

of the form (2.1) and the imaginary part of z, at linear order, encodes flux perturbations

and is dual to a linear combination of the operators in (2.2). The precise holographic

dictionary is then governed by (2.4). One of the interesting features of all our solutions

is the phase of z and the choice of its boundary values. From the perspective of both

eleven-dimensional supergravity and for the field theory on the M2-branes, the families of

such solutions represent very different physics.

3 The BPS defects: the family of Janus solutions

3.1 The bosonic background

We are seeking the gravity duals of (1 + 1)-dimensional conformal defects in (2 + 1)-

dimensional conformal field theories. This means that we are looking for solutions with

four-dimensional metrics that are sectioned by AdS3:

ds2 = e2AdsAdS3(`) + dµ2 , (3.1)

with boundary conditions that produce AdS4 at µ = ±∞. While the radius of the AdS3

sections can be scaled away, we find it convenient to have this radius appear as an explicit

parameter, `. In the Poincaré patch we therefore have:

dsAdS3(`) = e2r/`(−dt2 + dx2) + dr2 . (3.2)

Note that the metric, (3.1), is precisely that of an AdS4 of radius L if one has:

A = log
(L
`

cosh
(µ
L

))
. (3.3)

This will therefore determine the boundary conditions at µ = ±∞.
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Since we are working in gauged supergravity, the only other non-trivial aspect to

the background will be scalar fields in the four-dimensional theory. Furthermore, we

restrict to sectors of gauged N = 8 supergravity that are invariant under some group

G ⊂ SO(8) ⊂ E7(7) and we choose this invariance group, G, so that it only commutes with

an SL(2,R)/SO(2) coset in E7(7)/SU(8). There are three intrinsically different possibilities

for such an embedding and these are described in section 3.2. Here we simply use the

SL(2,R) structure and the fact that the embedding is characterized by a positive integer,

k, known as the embedding index.

Our scalar sub-sector thus always reduces to SL(2,R)/SO(2) = SU(1, 1)/U(1), which

we can parameterize by

g = exp

(
0 α eiζ

α e−iζ 0

)
=

(
coshα sinhα eiζ

sinhα e−iζ coshα

)
, (3.4)

for some real variables α and ζ with α ≥ 0, −π ≤ ζ < π. The kinetic term, A, and the

composite U(1) connection, B, are then given by

g−1dg =

(
B A
Ā −B

)
=

(
i sinh2 αdζ (dα+ i

2 sinh 2αdζ) eiζ

(dα− i
2 sinh 2αdζ) e−iζ −i sinh2 αdζ

)
. (3.5)

The standard normalized scalar kinetic term in the Lagrangian is then 1
2 |A|

2.

In the foregoing discussion we used the SL(2,R) group element, g, in one copy of the

fundamental representation. However in N =8 supergravity the kinetic term is normalized

based upon the fundamental representation of E7(7) and this will generically decompose

into larger representations of SL(2,R) ⊂ E7(7). The index of the representation5 gives the

embedding index or winding number, k, that multiplies both the canonically normalized

SL(2,R) kinetic term, A, as well as the connection, B, that arise from the corresponding

canonically normalized E7(7) terms. Thus we will find this (positive) integer consistently

arising throughout our discussions of various embeddings. The complete scalar Lagrangian

also involves a scalar potential inherited from the potential of the N = 8 theory and this,

of course, depends upon the details of the embedding of SL(2,R) in E7(7).

The Lagrangian can be conveniently described by parametrizing everything in complex

variables. Indeed, the coset SL(2,R)/SO(2) is a Kähler manifold with canonical complex

coordinate, z, defined by

z = tanhα eiζ . (3.6)

The scalar Lagrangian is then parametrized by a Kähler potential, K(z, z̄), and a holomor-

phic superpotential, V(z). Specifically, the Lagrangian of the theories of interest can be

expressed in the form:6

e−1L =
1

2
R − gµνKzz̄∂µz ∂ν z̄ − g2P(z, z̄) , (3.7)

5See, for example, [32, 33].
6All models we consider arise as truncations of the N = 8 supergravity. However, it should be possible

to rewrite them as four-dimensional, N = 2 gauged supergravity theories. This underpins the holomorphic

structure that we are exploiting.
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where g is the coupling constant of the gauged supergravity and

Kzz̄ = ∂z∂z̄K . (3.8)

We will also define Kzz̄ to be the inverse of Kzz̄. The potential, P(z, z̄), can be obtained

from a holomorphic superpotential, V(z), via:

P = eK(Kzz̄∇zV∇z̄V − 3VV) , (3.9)

where the covariant derivatives are defined in the usual way:

∇zV = ∂zV + (∂zK)V , ∇z̄V = ∂z̄V + (∂z̄K)V . (3.10)

For the SL(2,R)/SO(2) coset we have

K = −k log(1− zz̄) , (3.11)

where k ∈ Z+ is the embedding index of the SL(2,R) in the E7(7) of N = 8 supergravity.

Thus the scalar kinetic term is given by the canonical sigma-model expression:

Kzz̄ =
k

(1− zz̄)2
. (3.12)

As we will see, the holomorphic superpotential, V(z), is generically a polynomial of degree

k, or less.

3.2 The SL(2,R) embeddings in E7(7) defined through invariance

Underlying our Janus solutions are consistent truncations of N = 8 supergravity down to

the scalar coset SL(2,R)/SO(2). As we remarked earlier, we will find all such truncations

that arise from G-invariant sectors of the N = 8 theory where G ⊂ SO(8) ⊂ E7(7) and

so we require that G only commute with SL(2,R) in the E7(7). Once one has found the

subgroup G it will generically be contained in a larger, possibly non-compact group, Ĝ

so that Ĝ × SL(2,R) is a maximal embedding in E7(7). Such maximal embeddings are

well-known and, for example, a list may be found in [33]. The complete list with SL(2,R)

factors is

(i) (SO(4)× SO(4))× SL(2,R) ⊂ SO(6, 6)× SL(2,R) ⊂ E7(7) , with k = 1

(ii) (SU(3)×U(1)×U(1))× SL(2,R) ⊂ F4(4) × SL(2,R) ⊂ E7(7) , with k = 3

(iii) (G2)× SL(2,R) ⊂ G2 × SL(2,R) ⊂ E7(7) , with k = 7

where the first group in parenthesis defines G ⊂ SO(8) and the second inclusion defines Ĝ.

The integer, k, is the embedding index of the SL(2,R) factor.

We thus have three distinct classes of models that we discuss systematically in the

subsequent sections. These three consistent truncations have been considered before but

not in the context of Janus solutions. Holographic flows of (i), and their eleven-dimensional

uplifts, were extensively analyzed in [34]. The SU(3)-invariant sector has been studied in
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many papers [27, 35–42] and one can obtain (ii) and (iii) through further truncations of

this sector. However, unlike some of the earlier analysis of such truncations, here we do not

necessarily restrict ourselves to G-invariant supersymmetries and consider the more general

possibility of supersymmetries that transform in a non-trivial representation, Rε, of G.

All of these SL(2,R)/SO(2) embeddings in E7(7)/SU(8) have a very important feature:

the SO(2) generator lies in the purely imaginary part of SU(8) which means that it is not

generically a symmetry of the gauged theory and that it rotates between the scalar and

pseudoscalar sectors of the N = 8 supergravity theory. Thus our complex scalar, z, has a

real part that is a supergravity scalar and an imaginary part that is a pseudoscalar. In the

UV limit of the holographic dual theory the real part of z therefore encodes details of a

boson bilinear and the imaginary part of z encodes a fermion bilinear.

As described in section 2, the action of the SO(2) is very interesting from the perspec-

tive of the holographic field theory in that in the UV it interpolates between bosonic and

fermionic bilinears and thus changes the physics underlying the entire flow. Similarly, in

eleven-dimensional supergravity, the SO(2) action interpolates between metric fields and

3-form fluxes and so, once again, changing the phase of z makes dramatic changes in the

boundary conditions and overall structure of the eleven-dimensional solution. Indeed, it

was this observation that was a major motivation for the analysis in [34, 43].

4 Solving the BPS equations for G-invariant Janus solutions

We now take the general supersymmetry structure of the N = 8 theory and make the

detailed reduction to the class of truncations described in section 3.2.

4.1 Some supergravity preliminaries

Our metric has “mostly plus” signature and the gamma matrices are defined by {γa , γb} =

2ηab where η = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1). Thus γa, a = 1, 2, 3 are hermitian and γ0 is anti-

hermitian. We choose an explicit Majorana representation in which the γa, a = 0, 1, 2, 3

are real and in this representation, the helicity projector, γ5, is purely imaginary and

anti-symmetric.

Following the standard practice in four dimensions, spinors will be written in terms

of the chiral projections of the corresponding Majorana spinors as described in [44]. For

example:

εi ≡ 1

2
(1 + γ5)εiM , εi ≡

1

2
(1− γ5)εiM ,

ε̄ i ≡ 1

2
ε̄iM (1 + γ5) , ε̄i ≡

1

2
ε̄ iM (1− γ5) ,

(4.1)

where εiM , i = 1, . . . , 8, are the underlying Majorana spinors. Since γ5 is purely imaginary

in this Majorana representation, complex conjugation raises and lowers the SU(8) indices

of the N =8 theory.

The supersymmetry variations of the 8 gravitinos and the 56 gauginos in the N = 8

theory are given by [21]

δψµ
i = 2Dµε

i +
√

2 g A1
ijγµεj , (4.2)
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and

δχijk = −Aµijkl γµ εl − 2 g A2 l
ijkεl , (4.3)

respectively. The definitions of the various E7(7) tensors above are summarized in ap-

pendix A.

Since we are considering backgrounds that are invariant under some subgroup, G ⊂
SO(8), the unbroken supersymmetries will lie in some representation, Rε, of G. We will

denote the helicity components, εl and εl, in Rε generically by ε and ε∗ respectively and

since the SO(8) has a real action on εl and εl, both sets of helicity components must

transform in the same G representation.

Our task will ultimately be to solve the BPS conditions δψµ
i = 0 and δχijk = 0 within

the truncations of interest. We will do this in detail below. As often happens with the BPS

equations, we find that the solutions also automatically solve the equations of motion.

4.2 The gaugino variation

The fields are assumed to be invariant under the SO(2, 2) action on the AdS3 and so the

scalars can only depend upon the coordinate µ in (3.1). This means that the vanishing of

the gaugino variation (4.3) only involves γ3 and can be generically re-written as:

γ3 ε = M ε∗ , γ3 ε∗ = M∗ ε , (4.4)

where we have used the reality of γ3. In particular, this implies MM∗ = 1 and hence

we have

M = eiΛ , (4.5)

for some real phase, Λ. We can therefore define ε by

ε = eiΛ/2 ε , (4.6)

and then we have

γ3ε = ε∗ , γ3ε∗ = ε . (4.7)

Explicitly, multiplying (4.3) by γ3 we find that the quantity M is given by:

M =
(
gKzz̄ eK/2∇zV

)−1
z̄′ , (4.8)

and so (4.5) implies:

z′z̄′ = g2 (Kzz̄)2 eK∇zV ∇z̄V . (4.9)

4.3 The gravitino variation

In looking for the Poincaré supersymmetries parallel to the (1+1)-dimensional flat sections

of the AdS3 metric (3.2), we assume that the supersymmetries are independent of t and x.

This means that the spin-3
2 variations along t and x reduce to(
A′ γ3 +

1

`
e−A γ2

)
ε+ gW ε∗ = 0 , (4.10)
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whereW is the appropriate eigenvalue of 1√
2
A1 ij . Indeed, W is related to the holomorphic

superpotential via:

W = eK/2 V . (4.11)

Taking the complex conjugate of (4.10) and iterating, one obtains the quadratic con-

straint:

(A′)2 = − 1

`2
e−2A + g2 |W|2 . (4.12)

However, the two projection conditions (4.4) and (4.10) must be compatible with one

another. In particular, one can use (4.4) to eliminate γ3ε in favor of ε∗ and obtain a

projection condition solely involving γ2, which must have the form:

γ2ε = i κ eiΛ ε∗ ⇔ γ2ε = i κ ε∗ , |κ| = 1 . (4.13)

After using (4.7) in this projection condition one finds that compatibility (γ2γ3 = −γ3γ2)

requires:

κ2 = 1 . (4.14)

Explicitly, using (4.13) and (4.4) in (4.10) we find:(
A′ +

iκ

`
e−A

)
eiΛ = −gW = −g eK/2 V , (4.15)

which provides a “square root” of (4.12). In particular, note that we now know that κ = ±1

and is thus a constant.

The variation along the AdS3 radial direction is

2 ∂rε+A′ eA γ2γ3 ε+ g eAW γ2ε∗ = 0 . (4.16)

Using (4.10), this reduces to

2 ∂rε =
1

`
ε , (4.17)

and is solved by

ε = er/2` ε̃ , (4.18)

where ε̃ is independent of r.

Finally, in general one knows that ε̄γµε is a timelike (or null) Killing vector and so

consistency with (3.1), (3.2), (4.6) and (4.18) means that we must have

ε = e(A(µ)+r/`+iΛ)/2 ε0 , (4.19)

where ε0 could have a phase that depends upon µ. Explicit calculations in each example

show that the phase dependence of ε is determined precisely by Λ in (4.5) and (4.6) and

thus ε0 is simply a constant spinor satisfying:

γ3ε0 = ε∗0 , γ2ε0 = i κ ε∗0 , (4.20)

as a consequence of (4.7) and (4.13).
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4.4 The supersymmetries

As we remarked earlier, the unbroken supersymmetries will lie in some representation, Rε,
of G and ε and ε∗ respectively denote the helicity components, εl and εl, of any spinor

in Rε. The elements of Rε can be distinguished by comparing (4.10) and (4.2): the

supersymmetries are then simply determined by the space of εj upon which Aij1 has the

eigenvalue 1√
2
W. This determines the number, N̂ , of supersymmetries, εj , that go into the

foregoing calculation. However, it is still possible for Rε to be a reducible representation

of G and the phases eiΛ and κ can differ between irreducible components of Rε. For the

present we will assume that we are dealing with N̂ supersymmetries in one irreducible

component of Rε and hence eiΛ and κ are the same for all N̂ supersymmetries. We will

return to this issue in section 5 where Rε will have two irreducible components.

The supersymmetric Janus solutions require that we impose the additional condi-

tions (4.4) and (4.13). These each cut the four independent (real, Majorana) components

down by half, leaving a single real component. In particular, these constraints imply

γ2γ3ε = −i κ ε . (4.21)

However, since ε represents some set of εl, the helicity condition (4.1) implies that

γ5 ε = ε ⇒ γ5 ε
∗ = −ε∗ . (4.22)

and since γ5 = iγ0γ2γ2γ3, (4.21) implies that the spinors are projected onto (1 + 1)-

dimensional chiral components:

γ0γ1ε = κ ε ⇒ γ0γ1ε∗ = κ ε∗ , (4.23)

where we have again used the reality of the γa. The conditions (4.4) and (4.13) thus serve

to impose the Majorana condition in (1 + 1) dimensions and so the four real components

of ε are reduced to a single, real component of definite chirality (4.23), determined by κ, in

(1+1) dimensions. The theory on the interface thus has (N̂ , 0) supersymmetry for κ = +1

and (0, N̂ ) supersymmetry. for κ = −1.

As we will see in section 4.5, the choice of κ enters directly into the BPS equations

underlying the Janus solution and once a choice has been made and a solution has been

constructed, the helicity of the supersymmetries of that solution is fixed. This observation

becomes particularly important when Rε has more than one irreducible piece.

4.5 The Janus BPS equations

Taking the real and imaginary parts of (4.15) one obtains:

A′ = −1

2
g eK/2

(
eiΛ V + e−iΛ V

)
, (4.24)

e−A = −1

2
iκ g ` eK/2

(
eiΛ V − e−iΛ V

)
. (4.25)
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We can now use (4.15) to eliminate M = eiΛ in (4.8) to obtain the BPS equations for the

scalars:

z′ = −Kzz̄
(
V−1∇z̄V

) (
A′ + i κ

e−A

`

)
,

z̄′ = −Kzz̄
(
V−1∇zV

) (
A′ − i κ e

−A

`

)
.

(4.26)

These four equations represent a first-order system for the four unknown quantities z(µ),

z̄(µ), A(µ) and Λ(µ).

Note that this shows that the supersymmetric AdS4 critical points are determined by:

∇zV = 0 . (4.27)

Moreover, because V is holomorphic and K is real, if z0 satisfies (4.27) then so does z̄0.

Thus if z0 has a non-trivial imaginary part, then the supersymmetric critical point comes

in a pair related by z0 → z̄0. We will see an example of this in section 7.1. In terms

of eleven-dimensional supergravity, this complex conjugation corresponds to reversing the

sign of the internal (magnetic) components of the tensor gauge field, A(3). This can be

explicitly demonstrated within the G2 truncation as well as for the SO(4) × SO(4) one,

see (B.5) and (B.9).7

One can eliminate Λ from (4.24) and (4.25) and rederive (4.12). One can then

view (4.26) and (4.12) as three equations for the three physical quantities z(µ), z̄(µ)

and A(µ). One can easily show that for any holomorphic superpotential, V, these BPS

equations imply the equations of motion derived from the action (3.7), or (A.13).

4.6 The general behavior of the Janus solutions

The first order system, (4.26), can be given a more intuitive form if one writes it in terms

of the real fields, α(µ) and ζ(µ), and the real superpotential, W , defined by

W 2 ≡ |W|2 = eK |V|2 . (4.28)

One can then express the potential as

P =
1

k

[(
∂W

∂α

)2

+
4

sinh2(2α)

(
∂W

∂ζ

)2 ]
− 3W 2 , (4.29)

where k is the embedding index that appears in the normalization of the Kähler form (3.12).

The scalar BPS equations may then be written:

α′ = −1

k

(
A′

W

)
∂W

∂α
+

2κ

k

(
e−A

`

)
1

sinh(2α)

1

W

∂W

∂ζ
, (4.30)

ζ ′ = −4

k

(
A′

W

)
1

sinh2(2α)

∂W

∂ζ
− 2κ

k

(
e−A

`

)
1

sinh(2α)

1

W

∂W

∂α
. (4.31)

7More generally, it is clear at linear order in the consistent truncation and at non-linear order it holds

because both the pseudoscalars and the internal components of A(3) are odd under the parity symmetry

that flips all the internal coordinates.
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These scalar equations must be solved together with (4.12), which in the real notation

reads:8

(A′)2 = g2W 2 − e−2A

`2
. (4.32)

The fact that (4.32) is quadratic in A′ means that the solution may have a branch

cut ambiguity when A′(µ) = 0. We will see that the interesting Janus solutions do indeed

move across these branches in the “center” of the solution: in particular, we will see that

the interesting solutions have A′(µ) = ±c±, where c± > 0, as µ→ ±∞.

Observe that if one takes the limit ` → ∞, in which the AdS3 sections (3.2) become

flat, then the BPS equations become the familiar steepest descent equations of holographic

RG flows (see, for example, [47]). Note that in this limit (4.32) yields A′ = ±gW and this

sign ambiguity is transmitted to (4.30) and (4.31). This sign choice is then determined in

holographic RG flows by boundary conditions. Notice also that in the limit `→∞ there is

a simplification in solving the system of equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32). The equations

for the scalars (4.30) and (4.31) form a closed system which one can integrate and only

after that solve (4.32) for A.

In Janus solutions we typically want to start from asymptotically AdS4 boundary

conditions, which means we start and finish at some critical points of W near which eA(µ)

is very large and positive. Since W is manifestly positive this means that we must correlate

A′ = ±gW as µ→ ±∞ and then we have:

α′ = ∓g
k

∂W

∂α
, ζ ′ = ∓ 4g

k sinh2(2α)

∂W

∂ζ
. (4.33)

This means that near µ = −∞ the solution starts as a steepest ascent from a critical point

and then as µ → +∞ the flow changes to steepest descent into another, or possibly the

same, critical point. Indeed, we will typically start and finish at the same critical point

and as the solution ascends out of that point the second terms in (4.30) and (4.31) start

to play a role and the solution begins to loop around in the (α, ζ) plane and at some point

A′ passes through zero onto the other branch of the A′ equation and the evolution starts

descending back to the critical point.

In the study of holographic RG flows, it was found that there were flows to “Hades” [47]

in which either the scalar fields ran off to infinite values of P, or the metric function A(µ)

diverged at some finite value of µ. It was subsequently shown in [48, 49] that many of these

flows to “Hades” had a simple physical interpretation in terms of a flow to the Coulomb

branch in the dual field theory while others represented unphysical singularities [49]. Here

we also find that some of the Janus solutions involve flows to points at which A(µ) diverges

and solutions with similar properties were found in [50]. It is possible that these might

represent conformal interfaces between Coulomb branches and other phases of the theory

on the M2-branes. This certainly deserves investigation but it will probably require the

construction of the eleven-dimensional uplift since often such singular flow solutions have

an interpretation in terms of a brane distribution. For the present we will confine our

attention to regular Janus solutions that start and finish at conformal fixed points, for

which the physical interpretation is much clearer.

8Similar BPS equations for holographic domain walls with curved slices were written down in [9, 45, 46].
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5 The SO(4)× SO(4)-invariant Janus

5.1 The truncation

The SO(4) × SO(4) invariant truncation of N = 8 supergravity was discussed extensively

in [34]. The non-compact generators of the SL(2,R) ⊂ E7(7) are defined by:

ΣIJKL ∼
(
z δ1234

[IJKL] + z̄ δ5678
[IJKL]

)
, (5.1)

and the embedding index is equal to unity: k = 1. The SO(2) or U(1) action is simply the

SU(8) transformation:

U = diag (eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, e−iβ, e−iβ, e−iβ, e−iβ) , (5.2)

which rotates z by the phase e4iβ.

The scalar potential is given by

P = −2 (2 + cosh 2α) = −2 (3− |z|2)

1− |z|2
. (5.3)

A priori one does not expect (5.2) to generate a symmetry of the action but in this

instance it does and given the consequences in eleven-dimensions this is a very surprising

symmetry [34].

The effective particle action that encodes all field equations is:

L = e3A

[
3(A′)2 − (α′)2 − 1

4
sinh2(2α)(ζ ′)2 + 2g2(2 + cosh(2α))

]
− 3

`2
eA (5.4)

= e3A

[
3(A′)2 − z′z̄′

1− zz̄
+ 2g2

(3− |z|2

1− |z|2
)]
− 3

`2
eA , (5.5)

where we have used the Kähler potential (3.11) with k = 1.

The holomorphic superpotential is extremely simple:

V =
√

2 ⇒ W =

√
2

1− |z|2
. (5.6)

At the SO(8) critical point one finds

∇zV|SO(8) = 0 . (5.7)

There are no other critical points of the potential or the superpotential in this truncation.

In the N = 8 theory, the eight gravitinos and the supersymmetry parameters, εi,

transform in the 8 of SO(8),9 which decomposes into (4,1) + (1,4) under SO(4)× SO(4).

As noted in [34], the Aij1 tensor is simply coshα δij so the spin-3/2 variations are diagonal:(
A′ γ3 +

1

`
e−A γ2

)
εj + gW εj = 0 , j = 1, . . . , 8 . (5.8)

9We have already adopted a convention for the SO(8) representation of the scalars to be 35s and

pseudoscalars to be 35c. This implicitly means that the εi transform in the 8v. One can, of course, permute

all of this by triality.
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This means that Rε consists of all eight spinors but it is a reducible representation of

G = SO(4) × SO(4). The spin-1/2 variations, on the other hand, do distinguish between

the irreducible components of Rε:

γ3εj = M εj , γ3εj+4 = M∗ εj+4 , j = 1, . . . , 4 , (5.9)

where (using (3.6) and (5.6) in (4.8) for k = 1) we find

M = eiΛ =
1√
2 g

(cschαα′ − i coshα ζ ′) . (5.10)

Following the analysis of section 4.3, we can now use either one of the γ3-projection

conditions in equation (5.8) to obtain the γ2-projection conditions:

γ2εj = i κ eiΛ εj , γ2εj+4 = −i κ e−iΛ εj+4 , j = 1, . . . , 4 . (5.11)

Since W is real, the γ2-projections on εj+4 can be obtained from those of εj by complex

conjugating (5.8). We therefore see that the effective sign of κ changes between the two

irreducible pieces of Rε and, in particular:

γ0γ1 εj = κ εj , γ0γ1 εj+4 = −κ εj+4 , j = 1, . . . , 4 . (5.12)

Thus the (4,1) and (1,4) correspond to supersymmetries with opposite (1+1)-dimensional

helicity and hence we have an interface theory with N̂L = N̂R = 4, or (4, 4) supersym-

metry. This is consistent with the unbroken supersymmetries of the corresponding eleven-

dimensional lift discussed in appendix B.

Writing the symmetry action in terms of SU(2)4, the action of the R-symmetry on the

supersymmetries, the bosons, XA, and the fermions, λȦ, decomposes as:

εi : 8v = (2,2,1,1) ⊕ (1,1,2,2) ,

XA : 8s = (2,1,2,1) ⊕ (1,2,1,2) ,

λȦ : 8c = (2,1,1,2) ⊕ (1,2,2,1) .

(5.13)

The group theory implies that the (2,2,1,1) supersymmetries must relate the (2,1,2,1)

bosons to the (1,2,2,1) fermions and the (1,2,1,2) bosons to the (2,1,1,2) fermions.

On the other hand, the (1,1,2,2) supersymmetries must relate the (2,1,2,1) bosons to

the (2,1,1,2) fermions and the (1,2,1,2) bosons to the (1,2,2,1) fermions. Thus each

set of four symmetries naturally decomposes the bosons and fermions into two copies of a

standard N =4 representation, however the two different sets of four supersymmetries pair

the boson and fermion decompositions differently.

5.2 The BPS solutions

As noted above, we have:

M = eiΛ =
1√
2 g

(cschαα′ − i coshα ζ ′) . (5.14)
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One then finds that (4.24) simplifies to

tanhαA′ + α′ = 0 , (5.15)

which can be integrated to yield

A = − log(sinhα) + cA , (5.16)

where cA is an integration constant.

Reality of this solution naturally requires that one has α > 0 and that cA is real.

Alternatively, one could allow α < 0 by making a purely imaginary shift in cA. However,

once cA is chosen, this option disappears and so we will require:

α > 0 , cA ∈ R . (5.17)

The fact that (5.5) is independent of ζ means that there is a conserved Noether charge:

e3A sinh2 2α ζ ′ = const. . (5.18)

Using (5.16) in (4.26) leads to a trivial identity in α′ and it fixes the constant in (5.18):

ζ ′ = −κe
−cA

`

sinhα

cosh2 α
. (5.19)

The last of the BPS equations, (4.12), is simply

(A′)2 = −e
−2A

`2
+ 2g2 cosh2 α , (5.20)

and using (5.16) one obtains:

(α′)2 = −e
−2cA

`2
sinh4 α

cosh2 α
+ 2g2 sinh2 α . (5.21)

Define the parameter

a ≡
√

2 g ` ecA , (5.22)

then (5.21) is easily integrated to obtain, for a < 1:

sinh(α(µ)) = κα
a√

1− a2

1

cosh
(√

2 g(µ− µ0)
) , (5.23)

or, for a > 1:

sinh(α(µ)) = κα
a√

a2 − 1

1

sinh
(√

2 g(µ− µ0)
) , (5.24)

where κ2
α = 1.

The requirement (5.17) that α > 0 means that for the solutions (5.23) we must take:

κα = +1 , (5.25)
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while for the solutions (5.24) we must take either κα = +1 and µ > µ0 or κα = −1

and µ < µ0. Without loss of generality we will take the former choice and hence always

choose (5.25). The parameter µ0 is an integration constant and without loss of generality

one can also take µ0 = 0. As we noted earlier, the parameter ` is spurious and, if it is

finite, we can scale the metric so that ` = 1.

One can now solve (5.19) and the result is:

tan(ζ(µ)− ζ0) = −κκα
√

1− a2 sinh
(√

2 g(µ− µ0)
)
, a < 1 ; (5.26)

tan(ζ(µ)− ζ0) = −κκα
√
a2 − 1 cosh

(√
2 g(µ− µ0)

)
, a > 1 . (5.27)

Finally the solution for the metric function A(µ) is obtained from (5.16)

eA(µ) = κα

√
1− a2

√
2 g `

cosh
(√

2 g(µ− µ0)
)
, a < 1 ; (5.28)

eA(µ) = κα

√
a2 − 1√
2 g `

sinh
(√

2 g(µ− µ0)
)
, a > 1 . (5.29)

Scaling out ` by absorbing it in cA, and then replacing this cA via (5.22) means that

the free parameters in the solution are:

a , ζ0 , g , (5.30)

and there is also the sign choice, κ (κα was fixed in (5.25)).

For a < 1 we get Janus solutions that are smooth for −∞ < µ < ∞. The profiles

of these solutions are all fairly similar in appearance. From (5.23) it is evident that the

scalar field, α, is globally positive, vanishing at µ = ±∞ and with a peak value of a√
1−a2

at µ = µ0. From (5.26) we see that the phase, ζ − ζ0, goes between κπ
2 and −κπ

2 as µ goes

from −∞ to +∞. Similarly, (5.28) shows that A(µ) ∼ ±
√

2gµ as µ → ±∞ and reaches

a minimum value at µ = µ0. Typical profiles are shown in figure 1. The meaning of the

parameters for this family of Janus solutions is as follows. The parameter a < 1, controls

the “height of the bump” in the scalar α. In field theory this parameter should map to the

strength of the coupling between the (1+1)-dimensional defect and the (1+2)-dimensional

bulk field theory. The parameter, ζ0, determines which linear combination of the fermionic

bilinear and bosonic bilinear operators in field theory we turn on. Finally the parameter

g is the usual scale of AdS4 which maps to the rank of the two CS gauge groups in the

ABJM theory, that is, to the number of M2-branes.

For a > 1 and taking κα = +1, µ > µ0 in (5.24) we get solutions in which α vanishes

at µ = +∞ and runs off to +∞ at µ = µ0. From (5.29) we see that the metric function

diverges: A(µ)→ −∞ at µ = µ0 and the geometry becomes singular. It is also interesting

to note that A′(µ) never vanishes. From (5.27) we see that the phase, ζ − ζ0, asymptotes

to −κπ
2 as µ goes +∞ and at µ = µ0 this phase limits to some finite value whose sign is

that of −κ. Thus the phase swings through a finite range of less than π
2 . These singular

“flows to Hades” may have an interesting physical interpretation but we will refrain from

discussing them further here.
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Figure 1. Typical profiles for the SO(4)2 Janus solutions. We have set µ0 = ζ0 = 0, ` = 1,

g = 1/
√

2, and κ = −1. The curves are for a = 0.25 (red), a = 0.85 (blue), a = 0.95 (purple), and

a = 0.99 (green).

5.3 Holographic analysis and interpretation

While the singular solutions that run off to Hades (flows with a > 1) might ultimately

admit some interpretation involving domain walls between the SO(8) invariant conformal

phase and a Coulomb phase, we will focus here on the smooth flows with a < 1 that

evidently represent domain walls separating two SO(8) invariant conformal fixed points.

We will therefore take a < 1 and fix µ0 = 0 and κα = 1. To expand around µ→ ±∞
it is convenient to define a new radial variable

µ =
∓1√
2g

log

(√
1− a2

2a
ρ

)
, (5.31)

and it is clear that for ρ→ 0 one has µ→ ±∞. The scalars and the metric function have

the following expansions for µ→ ±∞ (the signs below are correlated)

α(ρ) ≈ ρ+
1

4

(
1

3
− 1

a2

)
ρ3 +O(ρ5) ,

ζ(ρ) ≈
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
± κ

a
ρ∓ κ(1 + 3a2)

12a3
ρ3 +O(ρ5) ,

A(ρ) ≈ − log ρ+ log
a√
2g`

+
1

4

(
1

a2
− 1

)
ρ2 +O(ρ4) .

(5.32)

For holographic purposes and for comparison with the eleven-dimensional solution of [23]

it is convenient to work with the scalars

x = Re(z) = tanhα cos ζ , y = Im(z) = tanhα sin ζ . (5.33)

One can expand the scalars x(µ) and y(µ) as

x(ρ) ≈ cos
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
ρ∓ κ

a
sin
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
ρ2 +O(ρ3) ,

y(ρ) ≈ sin
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
ρ± κ

a
cos
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
ρ2 +O(ρ3) .

(5.34)

Recalling the holographic dictionary from section 2, our general Janus solution is some-

what non-standard since the phase ζ0 “rotates” scalars into pseudoscalars (i.e. bosonic bi-

linears into fermionic bilinears). For the solution at hand the scalar x(µ) in (5.34) is dual
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to a bosonic bilinear operator O1 of dimension 1 and the scalar y(µ) in (5.34) is dual to a

fermionic bilinear operator O2 of dimension 2. These may be written as:

O1 = Tr
(
(X1)2 + (X2)2 + (X3)2 + (X4)2 − ((X5)2 + (X6)2 + (X7)2 + (X8)2)

)
,

O2 = Tr
(
(λ1)2 + (λ2)2 + (λ3)2 + (λ4)2 − ((λ5)2 + (λ6)2 + (λ7)2 + (λ8)2)

)
.

(5.35)

By tuning the initial value of the phase ζ0 we obtain a family of Janus solutions that are

sourced in the boundary field theory by a linear combination of O1 and O2.

The four-dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional Janus solution discussed

in [23] was argued to have a normalizable mode for the pseudoscalar and the text sug-

gests that the metric corrections were of the same, or lower, order. As we describe in

detail in appendix B, the solution of [23] corresponds to our solution with ζ0 = κπ/2.

On the other hand, it is evident from our analysis in (5.34) that if the pseudoscalar mode

(y(ρ)) is normalizable then the scalar mode (x(ρ)) must be non-normalizable, or vice versa.

Moreover, whatever the value of ζ0, both the scalar x(µ) and the pseduoscalar y(µ) always

develop a non-trivial profile and therefore we have both operators O1 and O2 turned on in

the dual field theory. To illustrate the importance of the parameter ζ0 we have presented

plots of x(µ) and y(µ) for different values of ζ0 in figure 2.

The apparent conflict with the asymptotic analysis of [23] could stem from the diffi-

culty of correctly identifying the internal metric perturbations from the eleven-dimensional

perspective because of the warp factors. It is evident in [23] that they have a non-trivial

warp factors in front of the AdS3 and S7 metric in a manner that closely parallels ours.

This shows that metric perturbations and hence the scalars are indeed playing a role in

the Janus solution of [23] and perhaps the expansion of these modes proved rather subtle.

Returning to our flows, note that, for generic choices of ζ0, we have both a source and

a vev for the operators in the dual field theory. Naively one might think that inserting

a codimension-one defect in the field theory should not induce a deformation of the La-

grangian of the parent theory far away from the defect and thus the only deformation of

the parent theory should be by a vev. However it is clear that in our solutions the situation

is more general and one has both a source and a vev deformation of the ABJM theory at

asymptotic infinity. This implies that in the dual field theory one has relevant couplings

turned on which are function of the distance to the interface. Such position dependent

couplings may change the nature of relevant and marginal operators as discussed recently

in [53, 54] (see also [50] for a discussion in the present context). It would be very interesting

to understand the physics of such position dependent relevant deformations from the point

of view of the dual strongly coupled field theory.

It is also curious to note that the “oblique” mixtures of scalars and dual operators

defined by:

x̃(ρ) ≡ cos
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
x(ρ) + sin

(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
y(ρ) ≈ ρ+O(ρ3) ,

ỹ(ρ) ≡ cos
(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
y(ρ)− sin

(
ζ0 ∓ κ

π

2

)
x(ρ) ≈ ± κ

a
ρ2 +O(ρ3) ,

(5.36)

suggests a simpler holographic interpretation in terms of a pure vev. However, the standard
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Figure 2. Plots for x(µ) and y(µ) for µ0 = 0, g = 1√
2
, κ = −1, and a = 1

2 . The parameter ζ0 takes

the values ζ0 = 0 (blue), ζ0 = π/4 (red), and ζ0 = π/2 (green).

holographic dictionary discussed in section 2 does not seem to admit a simple interpretation

of the dual of such mixtures of scalars and pseudoscalars.

Note that in the holographic RG flows studied in [34] (see also [43]) the phase ζ was

a constant throughout the flow. For the Janus interfaces we study here ζ is necessarily a

non-trivial function of µ. This will probably complicate the analysis if one tries to find the

Janus-like generalization of the large family of solutions in [43].

6 The SU(3)×U(1)×U(1)-invariant Janus

6.1 The truncation

The SU(3)×U(1)×U(1)-invariant truncation is easily extracted from the SU(3) invariant

truncation that has been widely studied. In particular, it can be obtained from [27, 35, 42].

The non-compact generators, ΣIJKL, of E7(7) can be associated with differential forms on

R8:

Σ ≡ 1

24
ΣIJKL dx

I ∧ dxJ ∧ dxK ∧ dxL . (6.1)

Define the complex variables z1 = x1 + ix2 , . . . , z4 = x7 + ix8 and introduce the 2-forms

J± =
i

2

 3∑
j=1

dzj ∧ dz̄j

± i

2
dz4 ∧ dz̄4 , (6.2)

The non-compact generators of the SU(1, 1) ⊂ E7(7) are then defined by:

F+ =
1

4
(J+ + J−) ∧ (J+ + J−) , F− =

1

4
(J+ + J−) ∧ (J+ − J−) , (6.3)

and the real-form generators of SL(2,R) are obtained by taking real and imaginary parts.

The embedding index, k, of this SL(2,R) in E7(7) is 3.

The SO(2) or U(1) action is simply the SU(8) transformation acting on the real vari-

ables, (x1, . . . , x8) by:

U = diag (eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, e−3iβ, e−3iβ) , (6.4)

which rotates F+ by the phase e4iβ and F− by the phase e−4iβ.
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These forms are manifestly invariant under the U(3) that acts on (z1, z2, z3) and the

U(1) acting on z4. This U(3)×U(1) is also manifestly a subgroup of the SO(8) symmetry

acting on the R8 and hence is a subgroup of the gauge symmetry.

The scalar potential is given by

P = −6 cosh 2α = −6 (1 + |z|2)

1− |z|2
. (6.5)

Once again, one does not expect (6.4) to generate a symmetry of the action but here we

find that it does. This means that there may well be new interesting classes of holographic

RG flows along the lines of [34, 43] in which metric structure can be rotated into internal

fluxes.

The effective particle action that encodes all field equations is:

L = e3A

[
3(A′)2 − 3 (α′)2 − 3

4
sinh2(2α)(ζ ′)2 + 6g2 cosh(2α)

]
− 3

`2
eA

= 3 e3A

[
(A′)2 − z′z̄′

1− |z|2
+ 2g2

(1 + |z|2

1− |z|2
)
− 1

`2
e−2A

]
,

(6.6)

where we have used the Kähler potential (3.11) with k = 3. Once again the unexpected

symmetry of the action makes it independent of ζ and so there is a conserved Noether

charge:

e3A sinh2 2α ζ ′ = const. (6.7)

The tensor Aij1 of the N = 8 theory is, once again, diagonal but there are only two

equal eigenvalues, W, that can be written in terms of a holomorphic superpotential, V,

as in (4.11). (We discuss the other six eigenvalues in appendix C.) This means that the

number of supersymmetries, as discussed in section 4.4, is N̂ = 2 and the theory on the

(1 + 1)-dimensional defect has (0, 2) supersymmetry. The residual R-symmetry is the U(1)

symmetry that acts on z4 = x7 + ix8 (as defined above) and lies outside the global U(3)

symmetry.

The holomorphic superpotential is a cubic:

V =
√

2(z3 + 1) ⇒ W =

√
2 (z3 + 1)

(1− |z|2)3/2
. (6.8)

Apart from the SO(8) critical point there are no other critical points of the potential or

the superpotential within this truncation.

6.2 Janus solutions

Unfortunately, unlike in the SO(4) × SO(4) sector, one cannot solve analytically the BPS

equations (4.30)–(4.32) for flows based on the superpotential (6.8). In this section we

use numerical methods to explore the space of solutions and identify those solutions that

describe domain walls between conformal phases. Such solutions are asymptotic to AdS4

as µ → ±∞ and have a turning point A′(µ0) = 0 at some finite µ0. This means that in

our analysis we may miss some flows to Hades, like those found in section 5.
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Figure 3. The SU(3)×U(1)×U(1) space of solutions. The horizontal and vertical axes are α cos ζ

and α sin ζ and the contour lines are of the real superpotential, W . The maximally supersymmetric

AdS4 solution is the black dot in the middle. The green dots denote turning points of A(µ) in the

solutions. If a turning point lies in the yellow region, the solution is a regular Janus solution. Other

colored regions correspond to different types of singular solutions.

The representative numerical solutions presented in figures 3 and 4 are obtained as

follows: we start by imposing the turning point10 condition, A′(0) = 0 at µ = µ0 = 0,

for some finite values α∗ = α(0) and ζ∗ = ζ(0). Next, for a fixed sign κ = −1, we solve

the BPS equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32), for A(0), α′(0) and ζ ′(0). This determines

a complete set of initial conditions for the second order equations that follow from the

Lagrangian (6.6). Setting g = 1/
√

2 and ` = 1, we then integrate numerically those

equations to large positive and negative values of µ. Finally, we check that the resulting

numerical solutions solve the BPS equations. The advantage of numerically integrating

the second order equations is that they do not contain any branch cuts. The choice of the

branch cut in (4.32) for a particular side of a solution is controlled at the outset by the

initial conditions and the numerical integration can be carried out smoothly through the

entire range of positive and negative values of the radial variable, µ.

The space of numerical solutions to the BPS equations in the (α cos ζ, α sin ζ)-plane is

illustrated in figure 3. The turning point is always denoted by a green dot and the blue

and purple parts of curves correspond to negative and positive values of µ, respectively.

Since there is a clear symmetry of the BPS equations under µ → −µ and κ → −κ, each

“blue-purple” curve also has the same “purple-blue” counterpart obtained by switching the

signs in the initial conditions.

Representative profiles for the scalars α and ζ and the metric function A for some of

10In our discussion, the “turning point” will mean the minimum of A(µ), which generically does not

coincide with a turning point of α(µ).
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Figure 4. Typical profiles of A(µ), α(µ) and ζ(µ) for SU(3)×U(1)2 Janus solutions.

the Janus solutions are shown in figure 4. They illustrate more precisely the dependence

of the solutions on the radial variable µ.

We find four classes of solutions. There are regular Janus solutions that asymptote to

the maximally supersymmetric AdS4 vacuum as µ→ ±∞. These solutions exist when the

turning point represented by the green dot lies in the yellow region in figure 3. There are

solutions which asymptote to AdS4 as µ → ∞ or µ → −∞, but are singular at a finite

negative or positive value of µ. The turning point for these solutions lies in the grey or

orange regions, respectively. Finally, the solutions for which the turning point is in the

pink region in figure 3 become singular on both sides of the defect at finite positive and

negative values of µ.

It is also clear from the plots that as in the SO(4) × SO(4) invariant regular Janus

solutions we always find limµ→∞(ζ(µ)− ζ(−µ)) = π. In the dual field theory this implies

that on both sides of the Janus interface we turn on the same linear combination of a

bosonic and a fermonic bilinear in the ABJM theory.

The asymptotic expansion of the Janus solutions here for µ → ±∞ is similar to the

one discussed in section 5.3. Depending on the value of ζ0, we again have a different linear

combination of the bosonic and fermonic bilinear operators O1 and O2:

O1 = O77
b +O88

b , O2 = O77
f +O88

f , (6.9)

where the bilinears on the right hand sides are defined in (2.1) and (2.2).

7 The G2-invariant Janus

This sector of N =8 supergravity has a richer structure than the sectors considered above

because there are two G2-invariant, supersymmetric critical points, denoted by G±2 , that

differ by the sign of the pseudoscalar. In eleven dimensions, the sign of the four-dimensional

pseudoscalar determines the sign of the internal, or magnetic, components of the three-form

flux. Thus the G+
2 and G−2 critical points represent supergravity phases with opposite

magnetic fields.

The families of Janus solutions are also correspondingly much richer and include, in

addition to solutions representing domain walls between two copies of the SO(8)-invariant

phase, solutions that involve, or are dominantly controlled by, any combination of the three

supersymmetric critical points. Indeed, we will find classes of solutions that start out in the
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SO(8) phase at µ = ±∞ but are perturbed by relevant operators that drive the solution,

via the standard holographic RG flow [27], to either one or both G2 phases. We will argue

that in a certain limit they should give rise to new families of SO(8)/G±2 domain walls and

a special G+
2 /G

−
2 domain wall.

7.1 The truncation

The G2-invariant truncation can also be extracted from the SU(3) invariant truncation.

Indeed, the SO(7)-invariant self-dual tensor is given by [27, 35, 55]:

Σ+
IJKL =

(
δ1234
IJKL + δ5678

IJKL + δ1256
IJKL + δ3478

IJKL + δ3456
IJKL + δ1278

IJKL (7.1)

− (δ1357
IJKL + δ2468

IJKL) + (δ2457
IJKL + δ1368

IJKL) + (δ1458
IJKL + δ2367

IJKL) + (δ1467
IJKL + δ2358

IJKL)
)
.

and the SO(7)-invariant anti-self-dual tensor, Σ−IJKL, can be obtained from this by making

the reflection x8 → −x8.

The SO(2) or U(1) action is simply the SU(8) transformation acting on the real vari-

ables, (x1, . . . , x8) by:

U = diag (eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, eiβ, e−7iβ) , (7.2)

which rotates Σ+
IJKL±Σ−IJKL by a phase e±4iβ. These E7(7) Lie algebra elements generate

the SL(2,R), with embedding index, k = 7.

The detailed structure of this supergravity sector can be read-off from [27, 42]. In

particular, the tensor Aij1 of the N = 8 theory is diagonal and has two distinct sets of

eigenvalues according to the branching 8v → 7 + 1 of the gravitino representation under

G2. However, only one eigenvalue

W =
√

2
[

cosh7 α+ 7 cosh3 α sinh4 α e4iζ + 7 cosh4 α sinh3 α e3iζ + sinh7 α e7iζ
]
, (7.3)

corresponding to the singlet of G2, can be written in terms of a holomorphic superpoten-

tial,11

V =
√

2(z7 + 7z4 + 7z3 + 1) , (7.4)

as in (4.11). This means that the number of supersymmetries, as discussed in section 4.4,

is N̂ = 1 and the theory on the (1 + 1)-dimensional defect has (0, 1) supersymmetry.

The effective, one-dimensional Lagrangian is:

L = e3A
[

3(A′)2 − 7
[
(α′)2 +

1

4
sinh2(2α)(ζ ′)2

]
− g2 P

]
− 3

`2
eA . (7.5)

where the supergravity potential, P, can be obtained from (4.28) and (4.29), or, equiva-

lently from (3.9) with (3.11) and k = 7.

The scalar potential, P, has a number of critical points [35] shown in figure 5:

(i) the maximally supersymmetric point (black dot) at z = 0;

11One can read-off this superpotential from eqs. (2.34) and (2.35) in [42] by setting z = 0 and identifying

ζ12 in [42] with the z below.
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Figure 5. Contour plots of the potential P (left) and the real superpotential, W = |W|, (right).

The horizontal and vertical axes are α cos ζ and α sin ζ. The SO(8), SO(7)+, SO(7)− and G2

invariant critical points are denoted by black, blue, orange and red dots, respectively. The shading

of various domains is described in section 7.2.

(ii) the non-supersymmetric point with SO(7)+ symmetry (blue dot) at α = 1
8 log 5 and

ζ = 0;

(iii) two non-supersymmetric points with SO(7)− symmetry (orange dots) at α =
1
2 arccsch 2 and ζ = ±π

2 ;

(iv) two supersymmetric G2-invariant points, G±2 , (red dots) at

α =
1

2
arcsinh

√2
√

3− 2

5

 ≈ 0.2588 , ζ = ± arccos
1

2

√
3−
√

3 ≈ ±0.9727 .

(7.6)

The SO(8) and G±2 supersymmetric points are also critical points of the superpotentialW.

For future reference we note that the slope of the function A for the two supersymmetric

critical points (where we fix g = 1/
√

2) is given by:

lim
µ→±∞

A′(µ)|SO(8) = ±1 , lim
µ→±∞

A′(µ)|G2 = ±
(

39210

510

) 1
8

≈ ±1.0948 . (7.7)

This determines the AdS radius of the corresponding vacua.

The non-supersymmetric points are perturbatively unstable [42] and they do not give

rise to any supersymmetric Janus sulutions.12 Similarly, there are no supersymmetric Janus

solutions with Rε = 7 of G2. See appendix C for some additional details.

12By solving numerically the second order equations for (7.5), we have, in fact, found some non-

supersymmetric Janus solutions and RG flow domain walls in those sectors. However, it is very likely

that these solutions are unstable and we refrain from discussing them here.
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Figure 6. The “phase diagram” of AdS3 sliced domain wall solutions in the G2 invariant sector of

N = 8 gauged supergravity.

7.2 Janus solutions

Not surprisingly, the BPS equations (4.30)–(4.32) in the G2 sector can only be solved

numerically. Using the same method as in section 6.2, we have carried out an extensive

search for different classes of solutions shown in figure 6 and these will be discussed in

more detail below. Just as in the SU(3) × U(1)2 sector, we find that there is a “basin of

attraction” around the maximally supersymmetric SO(8) critical point where the solutions

typically start and/or finish. We also find good numerical evidence for classes of solutions

that start and/or finish at the G±2 points.

The details of the solutions are primarily controlled by the location, (α∗, ζ∗), in the

scalar manifold of the turning point of A(µ) in the Janus solution (i.e. by the values of

(α, ζ) at which A′(µ) momentarily vanishes). As usual, this point will be marked by a

green dot in all the contour plots.

7.2.1 Symmetric solutions

The simplest class of solutions have the turning point of A(µ) on the real axis of the scalar

manifold: ζ∗ = 0 or ζ∗ = π, and thus are invariant under the Z2 symmetry generated by

ζ → −ζ.

Representative solutions with the turning point on the negative real axis, ζ∗ = π, are

shown in the first plot in figure 7. We find only closed loops of SO(8)/SO(8) Janus solutions

that are similar to those in the previous two sections, but there is one significant difference.

In the previous Janus solutions, the net change of the phase, ∆ζ = ζ(+∞) − ζ(−∞),

between the two sides was always equal to π, but here the net change of phase for solutions

in figure 7, measured by the opening angle of the loops, is less than π and depends on
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Figure 7. The symmetric solutions with (a) ζ0 = π and (b) ζ0 = 0. As the turning point approaches

the point α∗ = αcr, ζ∗ = 0, the Janus solution asymptotes to the G+
2 /G

−
2 Janus solution.

the initial data. We attribute this to a non-trivial dependence of the potential, P, on the

phase, ζ, and hence the absence of a conserved quantity such as (5.18) or (6.7).

The more interesting class of solutions arises when the turning point lies on the positive

real axis, ζ∗ = 0. This is evident from the second plot in figure 7. Once again, for small

values of α∗, we find closed loops of SO(8)/SO(8) Janus solutions with different values of

∆ζ < π. However, as the turning point approaches the point at the intersection of the four

colored regions at α∗ = αcr, where

0.1756087990472 . . . ≤ αcr ≤ 0.1756087990473 . . . , (7.8)

the solution also begins to swing close to the G2 critical points. In particular, for α∗ very

close, but smaller than αcr, one obtains what looks like a “limiting loop:” At each end it is

almost exactly a steepest ascent from the SO(8) to the G±2 points along the ridges of the

real superpotential, W , and then it swings between the two G2 points. If one examines the

plot of α(µ) and A′(µ) in figure 8, one sees that such a solution (plotted in red) involves a

rapid evolution from the SO(8) to G±2 critical points, where it spends a long period before

it swings between the two G2 points relatively rapidly. Numerical results suggest that by

fine tuning α∗ to αcr the solution can be made to approach the G±2 points arbitrarily close

and stay there arbitrarily long.

On the other side of the special point, where α∗ > αcr, we find solutions that become

singular on both sides at finite values of µ. Once more, as α∗ approaches αcr, those solutions

approach the G±2 points arbitrarily close and run off to infinity afterwards along the ridge

of W , see figure 7 and the green plots in figure 8.

Since the two families, α∗ < αcr and α∗ > αcr, of solutions depend continuously on

α∗, and given the behavior of those solutions close to the G2 points, we expect that there

exists a unique separating solution for α∗ = αcr that describes a G−2 /G
+
2 interface.
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Figure 8. Plots of α(µ) and A′(µ) for three solutions with ζ∗ = 0 and α∗ = 0.15 (blue), α∗ =

0.1756087990472 (red) and α∗ = 0.1756087990474 (green).

It appears that such a solution might be rather special in that it stays close to the G−2
and G+

2 points infinitely long and then makes a quick transition between the two points

close to µ = 0. Given the limited numerical accuracy and very slow convergence, we

cannot predict whether that transition will be smooth, as for the approximating solution

in figure 8, or whether it will become a discrete jump. In other words, looking at the plots

in figure 8, the question is whether in the limit α∗ → αcr, as the two sides of the plots

asymptote the G2 values over an increasing range of µ, the transition around µ = 0 shrinks

to zero width.

On the other side, there is a compelling physical argument for the existence of a

G−2 /G
+
2 interface solution. First, the loops to the left of the SO(8) point and the smaller

loops to the right represent Janus interfaces between SO(8) phases. As α∗ approaches

αcr, the solution gets more and more controlled by the G2 points. The limiting loops

describe solutions in which the theory is initially perturbed so that it undergoes a rapid

and standard holographic RG flow, as in [27], to settle in a G2 phase on each side of the

defect, where it remains for a significant interval in µ. The limiting solution is thus a G−2
to G+

2 Janus and the only role of the SO(8) point is to provide a way to generate the G±2
phases on either side of the defect.

What makes this solution especially interesting is the fact that the two G2 phases

on either side of the defect are physically distinct: they have different signs for ζ, which

means that they have different signs for the pseudoscalar. In eleven dimensions this means

that the two phases have opposite signs for the components of the A(3) gauge field on the

S7.13 This is thus the M-theory analog of a conformal domain wall between two opposing

magnetic fields.

7.2.2 Asymmetric solutions

One can obviously move the turning point of A(µ) for the Janus solution into the upper

or lower half-plane of the scalar manifold. These classes of solutions are related to each

13Indeed, given that the complete set of uplift formulae for the G2 invariant AdS4 critical point is now

known [55], one can demonstrate this explicitly: our phase parameter ζ is a called α in [55] and from

formulae (73)–(76) and (96) of [55] one can see that A(3) changes sign if one changes the sign of the phase.
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Figure 9. A representative set of solutions for ζ∗ = π/4 and π/2. As the turning point ap-

proaches the orange or grey boundary the SO(8)/SO(8) Janus solutions asymptote to a G2/SO(8)

or SO(8)/G2 Janus solution, respectively.

other by complex conjugation and so we focus on solutions with ζ∗ > 0. Once again, if the

turning point lies within the yellow region, see figure 6, the solutions are loops that start

and finish at the SO(8) point. As above, we interpret them as Janus solutions between two

copies of the SO(8) phase, where, depending on the asymptotic value of the angle, ζ, at

infinity, different mixtures of dual operators have been added to the field theory Lagrangian

or are developing vevs within the phase on each side of the domain wall.

There are two interesting boundaries of the yellow region: the orange boundary and

the grey boundary. As the turning point approaches the grey boundary, see figure 9 and

figure 10, the purple side of the solution, µ > 0, becomes more and more controlled by the

G+
2 point. At the grey boundary, the SO(8) phase on the µ > 0 side rapidly undergoes

an RG flow to establish a G2 phase. The solution then loops back to the SO(8) point via

the A(µ)-turning point. Thus the right-hand side of the interface (µ > 0) is in the G2

phase while the left-hand side (µ < 0) is controlled by the SO(8) point. This therefore

represents a Janus interface with the G2 phase on the right and the SO(8) phase on the

left. This description is also evident from the values of A′(µ) on either side of the interface

in figure 10.

As the turning point approaches the orange boundary, see figure 9 and figure 11, the

solution for µ < 0 becomes increasingly controlled by the G+
2 point. At the boundary,

the SO(8) phase described by that side of the solution rapidly undergoes an RG flow to

establish a G+
2 phase for µ→ −∞ while the phase for µ→ +∞ is controlled by the SO(8)

point. This therefore represents an interface with the SO(8) phase on the left and the G+
2

phase on the right.

If the A(µ)-turning point, (α∗, ζ∗), crosses into an orange or grey region then one end

of the solution runs to Hades and the other end goes back to the the SO(8) point, and if

the turning point moves into a pink region then both ends of the solution run to Hades.
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Figure 10. Plots of α(µ) and A′(µ) for three solutions with ζ∗ = π/4 and α∗ = 0.15 (blue),

α∗ = 0.21332461 (red) and α∗ = 0.21332464 (green).
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Figure 11. Plots of α(µ) and A′(µ) for three solutions with ζ∗ = π/2 and α∗ = 0.15 (blue),

α∗ = 0.18337147 (red) and α∗ = 0.18337149 (green).

Figure 6 displays the features of the various domains we have described here.

For the SO(8)/SO(8) Janus solutions the asymptotic analysis at µ → ±∞ is again

similar to that of section 5.3. The operators O1,2 in (2.1)–(2.2) are given by:

O1 = O88
b , O2 = O88

f . (7.9)

The value of ζ at µ → ±∞ controls the linear combination of the operators O1 and O2

that is being turned on. The new feature however is that for a generic Janus solution in

the G2 truncation we have limµ→∞(ζ(µ) − ζ(−µ)) 6= π. This means that different linear

combination of the bosonic and fermonic bilinear operators O1 and O2 are driving the flow

on each side of the interface.

The three-dimensional field theory dual to the G2 critical point is poorly understood

since it is strongly coupled and has only N = 1 superconformal symmetry [27]. The

limited information we have about this theory comes from holography and therefore it is

hard to identify the field theory deformations that trigger the SO(8)/G±2 and G+
2 /G−2 Janus

solutions.
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8 Conclusions

We have seen, once again, that gauged supergravity can be an immensely powerful tool

for constructing interesting holographic solutions. While the truncation to gauged N = 8

supergravity limits one to the holographic duals of essentially bilinear operators and thereby

limits the classes of flows that can be studied, the fact that the higher-dimensional fields are

relatively simply and highly efficiently encoded in the four-dimensional theory means that

one can find many solutions that would represent a formidable, if not impossible, task from

the perspective of the higher-dimensional supergravities. Even with the four-dimensional

solutions that we constructed at hand it is generally not a simple task to construct their

eleven-dimensional uplift. Due to the large global symmetry and the previous results in

the literature on consistent truncations it is possible to uplift the SO(4) × SO(4) Janus

solutions to eleven dimensions with little effort (see appendix B). The uplift of arbitrary

solutions in the SU(3) × U(1) × U(1) and G2 truncations is generically not known. The

uplift of the metric is relatively straightforward to perform using the uplift formula of [59].

It is much more subtle to obtain the fluxes of the eleven-dimensional solution and the

recent results on consistent truncations of eleven-dimensional supergravity [55, 60, 61] may

provide useful methods for attempting such a construction.

It would be nice to have a better field-theory understanding of the interface defects we

have constructed holographically. We provided evidence that, in addition to vevs, the pres-

ence of the defect introduces a deformation of the Lagrangian and it is important to clarify

how this happens in the dual field theory. The analysis for the field theory duals to the

SO(8)/SO(8) Janus solutions should proceed along the lines of the calculations performed

in [7] for N = 4 SYM. It will be much more challenging to understand the SO(8)/G±2
and G+

2 /G−2 solutions in field theory due to the minimal amount of supersymmetry and

the limited field theory information about the G2 fixed points. More generally it will be

nice to have a field theory classification of superconformal defects in the ABJM theory.

There has been recent interesting work on boundary conditions in N = 2 theories in three

dimensions [20] and one should be able to use similar techniques to systematically classify

at least the 1/2-BPS defects as was done in [8, 14, 15] for N = 4 SYM.

Even within the extremely simple class of SU(1, 1)/U(1) coset models studied here we

have found a plethora of new Janus solutions. Of particular interest are the interfaces

between different superconformal fixed points and especially the G+
2 /G−2 interface between

two domains of opposite magnetic fields. This leads to the obvious question of possible

generalizations. We have done some calculations within the larger SU(3)-invariant sector

that has been much studied in ordinary holographic RG flows [27, 35–42]. It is evident

that there are indeed Janus solutions that involve not only the SO(8) and G±2 phases

but incorporate the N = 2 supersymmetric SU(3) × U(1)± critical point as well. We are

continuing to investigate these flows [28] and because of the U(1) R-symmetry at the N =2

points, the holographic field theory phase is better understood [62] and perhaps can lead

to some non-trivial tests within the theory. Then there are the flows to Hades: from the

field theory perspective it seems difficult for there to be a conformal interface between a

superconformal phase and a Coulomb phase. However, it would certainly be interesting to

see if such an interface is predicted by holography.
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Although we have concentrated on examples of four-dimensional gravitational actions

that arise as a consistent truncation of the N = 8 gauged supergravity it should be em-

phasized that our construction works for any holomorphic superpotential, V, and any

real number, k. Therefore any four-dimensional supergravity theory with a SU(1, 1)/U(1)

scalar manifold and a holomorphic superpotential will admit Janus solutions of the type

discussed here. If V has any non-trivial critical points there will also be RG flow domain

walls analogous to those that we found in the G2 truncation.

Going beyond ABJM theory and N = 8 supergravity in four dimensions there are

obvious questions about the extent to which our results can be generalized to gauged

supergravity theories in higher dimensions. Starting at the top, it is relatively easy to see

that there are no supersymmetric Janus solutions in seven-dimensional maximal gauged

supergravity. We have explicitly looked for such solutions and have shown that they do not

exist. If there were Janus solutions they would be dual to codimension-one superconformal

defects in the six-dimensional (2, 0) theory. The reason for this negative result is that the

five-dimensional superconformal group F (4), which should be the symmetry group of the

defect, is not a subgroup (see [63] for a proof) of the OSp(8|4) superconformal symmetry

group of the six-dimensional (2, 0) theory. This implies that there are no superconformal

codimension one defects in the (2, 0) theory and its (1, 0) orbifold generalizations.

In five-dimensional, gauged N = 8 supergravity the possibilities are much richer and

Janus solutions are already known [9, 12]. Here we are, of course, dealing with a consistent

truncation of IIB supergravity and the holographic dual of N =4 Yang Mills theory. The

interfaces are (2 + 1)-dimensional and the superconformal ones, for which the theory living

on the two sides of the defect is N = 4 SYM, were classified in [5, 7]. There are 1/2, 1/4

and 1/8-BPS superconformal interfaces and some of their gravity duals are known. The

1/2-BPS Janus was found in IIB supergravity in [11] and the 1/8-BPS Janus was found

first in five-dimensional supergravity in [9] and then uplifted to ten dimensions in [10, 12].

The five-dimensional supergravity dual of the 1/4-BPS Janus will be presented in [64].

It is therefore evident that there is still much to be learned about Janus solutions by

using gauged supergravity theory in four and five dimensions and that this paper represents

a fraction of the interesting results that are within reach.
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A Four-dimensional N =8 supergravity

The scalars of the N =8 theory lie in the coset E7(7)/SU(8) whose non-compact generators

can be represented by a complex, self-dual four-form, considered as a 28 × 28 matrix:

ΣIJKL = Σ[IJ ][KL]. That is, one defines a non-compact generator, G, in the 56-dimensional

representation of E7(7) (see, appendix A in [21]),

G =

(
0 ΣIJKL

ΣMNKL 0

)
. (A.1)

The components ΣIJKL are complex conjugate of ΣIJKL and the self-duality constraint is

ΣIJKL =
1

24
εIJKLMNPRΣMNPR . (A.2)

The exponential map, G → V ≡ exp(G), defines coset representatives and determines the

scalar vielbein and its inverse,

V =

(
uij

IJ vijKL

vklIJ uklKL

)
, V −1 =

(
uijIJ −vklIJ

−vijKL ukl
KL

)
, (A.3)

in terms of which the supergravity action is constructed.14

One then defines a composite SU(8) connection acting on the SU(8) indices according

to

Dµϕi ≡ ∂µϕi +
1

2
B iµ j ϕj , (A.4)

and introduces the minimal couplings of the SO(8) gauge fields with coupling constant g.

For example

DµuijIJ = ∂µuij
IJ − 1

2
B kµ iukjIJ −

1

2
B kµ juikIJ − g

(
AKIµ uij

JK −AKJµ uij
IK
)
. (A.5)

The composite connections are then defined by requiring that

(DµV )V −1 = −
√

2

4

(
0 Aµijkl

Aµ mnpq 0

)
. (A.6)

More directly,

Aµijkl = −2
√

2
(
uijIJ∇µvklIJ − vijIJ∇µuklIJ

)
, (A.7)

14In this subsection capital Latin indices, I, J,K, . . ., transform under SO(8) and small Latin indices,

i, j, k, . . ., transform under SU(8).
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where the covariant derivative in (A.7) is only with respect to the SO(8) indices of the

scalar vielbeins, that is

∇µvijIJ = ∂µv
ijIJ − g

(
AKIµ vijJK −AKJµ vijIK

)
, (A.8)

and similarly for other fields.

The supergravity action involving only the graviton and scalar fields of N = 8 super-

gravity [21] is given by:

e−1L =
1

2
R − 1

96
AµijklAµijkl − g2 P(φ) , (A.9)

where g is the gauge coupling and the potential, P, is given by

P =
3

4

∣∣A1
ij
∣∣2 − 1

24

∣∣∣A2i
jkl
∣∣∣2 . (A.10)

The tensors A1
ij and A2i

jkl that appear in the scalar potential above and in the supersym-

metry variations in section 4 are defined by [21]

A1
ij =

4

21
Tk

ikj , A2i
jkl = −4

3
Ti

[jkl] , (A.11)

where

Ti
jkl ≡

(
uklIJ + vklIJ

) (
uim

JKujmKI − vimJKvjmKI
)
, (A.12)

is the T -tensor.

As discussed in section 3, for our SL(2,R) coset theories the Lagrangian (A.10) reduces

to

e−1L =
1

2
R − k

gµν ∂µz ∂ν z̄

(1− zz̄)2
− g2eK(Kzz̄∇zV∇z̄V − 3VV) , (A.13)

where K is given by (3.11). In particular, the E7(7) tensor, Aµ
ijkl, gives rise to the scalar

kinetic term, A, in (3.5) and certain eigenvalues of A1
ij are proportional to eK/2V(z), from

which one obtains the holomorphic superpotential.

B SO(4)× SO(4) Janus in eleven dimensions

In this appendix we present an uplift of the SO(4)× SO(4) Janus solutions in section 5 to

M-theory using standard uplift formulae from [52] and verify that the resulting solutions

in eleven dimensions have the same supersymmetry as in four dimensions. We then com-

pare our solutions with the general form of eleven-dimensional solutions with half-maximal

supersymmetry obtained in [23, 24] and, more recently, in [65, 66].

B.1 The uplift

A complete uplift of the SO(4) × SO(4) invariant sector of the N = 8 theory in four

dimensions to M-theory was derived in [52]. Subsequently, the explicit formulae in [52]

were used in [34] to uplift to M-theory the half-BPS holographic RG flows in this sector of
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four-dimensional supergravity and to prove that the uplift preserved all supersymmetries

of the solutions as expected.

Since the uplift formulae are valid for any solution of the four-dimensional theory, we

may use them to obtain readily the eleven-dimensional counterparts of the Janus solutions

in section 5. Using the same notation as in [34], the metric is

ds2
11 = Ω2

(
e2A ds2

AdS3
+ dµ2

)
+

2

g2
Ω2
(
dθ2 +

cos2 θ

Y
ds2
σ +

sin2 θ

Ỹ
ds2
σ̃

)
, (B.1)

where

Ω =
(
Y Ỹ

)1/6
, (B.2)

is the warp factor and

ds2
σ =

1

4
(σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

3) , ds2
σ̃ =

1

4
(σ̃2

1 + σ̃2
2 + σ̃2

3) , (B.3)

are the SO(4) invariant metrics on the two unit radius S3’s that are fibered over the interval

0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2. The two ubiquitous functions Y and Ỹ are defined as

Y (µ, θ) = cos2 θ (cosh(2α) + sinh(2α) cos ζ) + sin2 θ ,

Ỹ (µ, θ) = sin2 θ (cosh(2α)− sinh(2α) cos ζ) + cos2 θ ,
(B.4)

and depend on both the scalar fields, α(µ) and ζ(µ), and the coordinate, θ, on S7. It may

be worth noting that this formula for the uplifted metric is valid off-shell and follows from

the general embedding of N = 8 supergravity into M-theory [56].

At this point one may verify that the equations of motion and the Bianchi identity

completely determine the four-form flux in eleven dimensions in terms of the metric func-

tions in (B.1). This is manifest in the original formulae in [52] and [34]. For completeness

we quote here the full result in a more convenient form:15

F(4) = volAdS3 ∧ ω(1) + dAsph
(3) , (B.5)

where volAdS3 is the volume form on AdS3 with metric given in (3.2) and

ω(1) = e3A(
√

2 g U dµ+ V dθ) , (B.6)

is a one-form, with the functions U and V given by:

U(µ, θ) = cos(2θ) sinh(2α) cos ζ + cosh(2α) + 2 ,

V (µ, θ) =
1

2
sin(2θ)

(
4α′ cos ζ − ζ ′ sinh(4α) sin ζ

)
.

(B.7)

Finally Asph
(3) is a three-form potential along the two S3’s:

Asph
(3) = f σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ σ3 + f̃ σ̃1 ∧ σ̃2 ∧ σ̃3 , (B.8)

15The overall sign of F(4) is opposite to that in [34]. This is consistent with the conventions in eleven

dimensions that we are using, see appendix A in [57]. We also note that there is a typo in the supersymmetry

variation (4.1) in [34], which on the right hand side should have the opposite sign of the flux term.
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with the functions

f(µ, θ) = − 1

2
√

2 g3

cos4 θ

Y
sinh(2α) sin ζ ,

f̃(µ, θ) =
1

2
√

2 g3

sin4 θ

Ỹ
sinh(2α) sin ζ .

(B.9)

Notice that for ζ = 0 the components of the flux (B.5) with legs along the internal manifold

vanish. This is in agreement with the fact that for ζ = 0 the four-dimensional complex

scalar z corresponds to a scalar (as opposed to a pseudoscalar) and thus, to linear order,

the deformation of the internal S7 should be purely a metric mode.

One can verify using the equations in section 5.2 that ω(1) is closed and thus the

four-form flux (B.5) satisfies the Bianchi identity in eleven dimensions. Similarly, one

verifies directly that the metric (B.1) and the flux (B.5) satisfy the field equations of

eleven-dimensional supergravity (see, appendix A in [57] for our conventions) for any four-

dimensional solution.16

The uplifted solutions at µ → ±∞ are asymptotic to AdS4 × S7. To check that

explicitly, we substitute solutions (5.23), (5.26) and (5.28) into the metric functions above,

where we take µ0 = 0 and fix the overall scale of the eleven-dimensional solution by setting

g =
1√
2
. (B.10)

Then we have

Y (µ, θ) = 1 +
2a(a+ κζ cos ζ0)

1− a2

cos2 θ

cosh2 µ
+

2a κκζ sin ζ0√
1− a2

cos2 θ tanhµ

coshµ
,

Ỹ (µ, θ) = 1 +
2a(a− κζ cos ζ0)

1− a2

sin2 θ

cosh2 µ
−

2a κκζ sin ζ0√
1− a2

sin2 θ tanhµ

coshµ
,

(B.11)

where κζ = ±1 gives the two branches of the solution for cos ζ(µ) and sin ζ(µ) in (5.26).

The asymptotic behavior of the solution is now manifest.

B.2 Supersymmetry

Since the four-dimensional theory we are starting with is a consistent truncation of N = 8

gauged supergravity, which in turn, over the course of the past three decades, has been

shown to be a consistent truncation of eleven-dimensional supergravity on S7 [56, 58–60],

one expects all supersymmetries to be preserved. To see that this is indeed the case, we

briefly outline a direct calculation of supersymmetries of our solutions in eleven dimensions

following a similar calculation for the RG flows in [34]. Just as in section 4, we find that the

AdS3 slicing introduces additional terms into the supersymmetry variations which modify

the usual analysis.

16In fact, it is sufficient to use the equations satisfied by A, α and ζ in four dimensions. This is guaranteed

to work by the construction of the lift in [52].
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We choose the vielbeins, eM , M = 1, . . . , 11, for the metric (B.1) to be the same as

in (3.10) of [34], modulo the obvious difference in the AdS3 vs R1,2 part of the metric and

the choice of letters for the coordinates, (t, x, r, µ) instead of (t, x, y, r), respectively. Let

us define the operators,MM , given by the algebraic part of the supersymmetry variations,

MM ε ≡ ΓM (δψM − ∂M ε) (no sum on M) . (B.12)

It follows from the symmetry of the solution that

M1 =M2 , M6 =M7 =M8 , M9 =M10 =M11 . (B.13)

As in section 4, we look for Poincaré supersymmetries with ε constant along t and x.

Those must satisfy the algebraic equation

M1ε =
e−A

2`
Ω−1 Γ3 ε+M∞1 ε = 0 , (B.14)

whereM∞M = lim`→∞MM is the corresponding operator for the RG flow. It was was shown

in [34] that all Poincaré supersymmetries are given by the solutions to this equation. Here,

we find that the same result holds, except that with the additional 1/`-term in (B.14) there

are only 8 instead of 16 Killing spinors that are constant along t and x.

To exhibit the explicit structure of those eight Killing spinors, let us define17

◦
Π =

1

4

[
1 + Γ34Γ678 + Γ35Γ9 10 11 − Γ45Γ67...11

]
, (B.15)

which is a projector onto an eight-dimensional subspace in the thirty two-dimensional

spinor space. Let

O(a0,~a) = a0 + a1 Γ34 + a2 Γ35 + a3 Γ45 , (B.16)

where

a2
0 + a2

1 + a2
2 + a2

3 = 1 , (B.17)

be an SU(2) group element, with the inverse element given by O(a0,−~a). It is now a matter

of straightforward, albeit tedious, algebra to verify that the matrix equation for O(a0,~a):

M1O(a0,~a)
◦
Π = 0 , (B.18)

has a unique solution, up to an overall sign. The resulting expressions for a0 and ~a in terms

of the flux components and the metric functions of the solution are quite complicated and

we will omit them here.

The Killing spinors that solve all supersymmetry variations are now simply given by

ε =
(
Y Ỹ

)1/12
eA/2+r/2`O(a0,~a) ε0 , (B.19)

where ε0 is an arbitrary spinor in the eight-dimensional subspace

◦
Π ε0 = ε0 , (B.20)

17Using Γ12...11 = 1, one can rewrite the last product of Γ-matrices as Γ123.
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constant along t, x, r, µ and θ. The dependence of ε0 on the coordinates of the two three

spheres is given by the transitive action of two SU(2)’s as in [34].

One recognizes (B.19) as a generalization of the corresponding solution (4.19) for the

Killing spinor in four dimensions. In comparison with various RG flows and AdS4 solu-

tions,18 a novel feature is the presence of an SU(2) rotation (B.16) in the (rµθ)-subspace

as opposed to a simpler U(1) rotation in the (µθ)-subspace.

Finally, we note that the chirality operator, Γ12, commutes with the supersymmetry

variations and the eight solutions (B.19) for Poincaré supersymmetries split into four with

the positive and four with the negative chirality, in agreement with the analysis in section 5.

The negative chirality spinors are also constant along the three spheres.

To summarize, we have shown that the uplift of the four-dimensional SO(4) × SO(4)

Janus solutions to M-theory yields a two-parameter family of distinct solutions with eight

Poincaré and, after including the eight conformal Killing spinors, the total of 16 supersym-

metries. The independent parameters for this family are 0 ≤ a < 1 and −(π/2) ≤ ζ0 ≤ π/2.

As noted above, the third parameter in (5.30), which is the gauge coupling constant, g,

merely determines the overall scale of the solution. From now on we will take g as in (B.10)

and also set ` = 1.

B.3 Comparison with an existing classification

It is both instructive and surprising to compare our half-BPS solutions of M-theory with

the existing classification of such solutions in the literature [23, 24]. Indeed, the goal of this

section is to show that our solutions with general ζ0 do not fall into the classification scheme

of half-BPS solutions of eleven-dimensional supergravity with SO(2, 2) × SO(4) × SO(4)

global symmetry [24].19 It is only for the special values, ζ0 = ±(π/2), that our solutions

have the structure predicted by the analysis of [24] and, in fact, reproduce all solutions

found in [23].

The metric (B.1) describes an AdS3 × S3 × S3 fibration over a two-dimensional base

space, Σ, parametrized by the coordinates µ and θ and with the metric

ds2
Σ = Ω2

(
dµ2 +

2

g2
dθ2

)
. (B.21)

It is thus reasonable to expect that the uplifted solutions in section B.1 should fall within

a classification scheme of half-BPS solutions of eleven-dimensional supergravity derived

in [24]. The backgrounds obtained in [24] and further studied in [23] have a metric of the

same form as in (B.1), namely,

ds2
11 = f2

1dsAdS3 + f2
2ds

2
S3
1

+ f2
3ds

2
S3
2

+ 4ρ2|dw|2 , (B.22)

where f1, f2, f3 and ρ are functions on a Riemann surface Σ with a complex coordinate

w. The radii of AdS3 and the two three spheres are normalized to one.

18See for example [67] and the references therein.
19See [68, 69] for earlier work on half-BPS solutions of M-theory with SO(2, 2) × SO(4) × SO(4) global

symmetry.
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For the backgrounds in [24], the metric functions f1, f2, f3 and ρ take a very special

form in terms of a real harmonic function, h(w, w̄), and a complex function, G(w, w̄),

satisfying a first order “master equation”

∂wG =
1

2
(G+G ) ∂w log h , (B.23)

and a point-wise constraint,

|G(w, w̄)| ≥ 1 , (B.24)

which must hold at all points on Σ. Specifically, the metric functions are:

f6
1 =

h2
[
4|G|4 + (G−G)2

]
162(|G|2 − 1)2

, (B.25)

f6
2 =

h2 (|G|2 − 1)

4
[
4|G|4 + (G−G)2

]2 [2|G|2 + i (G−G)
]3
, (B.26)

f6
3 =

h2 (|G|2 − 1)

4
[
4|G|4 + (G−G)2

]2 [2|G|2 − i (G−G)
]3
, (B.27)

and

ρ6 =
|∂wh|6

162h4
(|G|2 − 1)

[
4|G|4 + (G−G)2

]
. (B.28)

We will now show that a necessary condition for an arbitrary metric (B.22) to be

expressed in terms of h and G as in (B.25)–(B.28) is that the metric functions f1, f2 and

f3 satisfy the following inequality:
f4

1

f2
2 f

2
3

≥ 1

4
, (B.29)

where the equality is allowed only at points where ∂wh vanishes.

A direct proof is quite straightforward: after substituting (B.25)–(B.27) in (B.29), the

left hand side is expressed only in terms of ImG and |G| such that (B.29) is equivalent

to a quadratic inequality for (ImG)2 with coefficients that depend on |G|. The pointwise

constraint (B.24) guarantees then that this inequality always holds.

A more systematic way for arriving at (B.29) is to solve (B.25)–(B.27) for h and G

and then impose the condition that the resulting ρ2 in (B.28) is real and positive. In fact,

this is how the constraint (B.24) was derived in [24] in the first place. Let us summarize

the main steps.

First, we obviously have

h2 = 16 f2
1 f

2
2 f

2
3 . (B.30)

Then splitting G into real and imaginary parts, G = Gr+iGi, the ratio of (B.26) and (B.27)

yields
f2

2

f2
3

=
G2
r +G2

i −Gi
G2
r +G2

i +Gi
, (B.31)

which we solve for G2
r . Substituting the result in (B.25) and taking the cubic root of both

sides, we find that all higher powers of Gi cancel and the resulting quadratic equation for
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Gi has two solutions:

G±i = ∓ h2 (f2
2 − f2

3 )

16f4
2 f

4
3 ± h2(f2

2 + f2
3 )
, (B.32)

where we used (B.30) to eliminate f1. The corresponding solutions of (B.31) for the real

part are:

(G±r )2 = 4f2
2 f

2
3h

2 h2 ± 4f2
2 f

2
3 (f2

2 + f2
3 )[

16f4
2 f

4
3 ± h2(f2

2 + f2
3 )
]2 . (B.33)

Finally, substituting the two solutions in (B.28), we get

(ρ±)2 = −f2
2 f

2
3

|∂wh|2

16f4
2 f

4
3 ± h2(f2

2 + f2
3 )
. (B.34)

Clearly, we can’t have positive ρ given by ρ+ and thus G must be given by the “−” solution,

with the sign of G−r in (B.33) still undetermined. The freedom in choosing the sign of G−r
is then fixed by (B.23), which is sensitive to the interchange G↔ G.

Next we observe that by being forced to chose the G− solution, we must also satisfy

two inequalities.

h2 ≥ 4f2
2 f

2
3 (f2

2 + f2
3 ) , and h2 ≥ 16f4

2 f
4
3

f2
2 + f2

3

, (B.35)

that follow from the reality of G−r in (B.33) and ρ− in (B.34), respectively. Finally, by

multiplying the two inequalities sidewise and then using (B.30) to eliminate h, we ob-

tain (B.29).

We will now argue using (B.29) that, with the exception of solutions with ζ0 = ±(π/2),

the metrics (B.1) with Y and Ỹ given in (B.11) and |ζ0| < π/2 cannot be recast into the

form above, at least if we assume that the identification holds term by term for the parts

of metrics along AdS3, the two three spheres and the Riemann surface.

Evaluating (B.29) for the metric (B.1) we get

4f4
1

f2
2 f

2
3

≡ e4A Y Ỹ

sin2(2θ)
≥ 1 . (B.36)

Using (5.28) and (B.11) this inequality can be rewritten as

1

4

[
(1− a2)

cosh2 µ

sin2 θ
+ 2a

(
a− κζ cos ζ0 −

√
1− a2 κκζ sin ζ0 sinhµ

)]
(B.37)

×
[
(1− a2)

cosh2 µ

cos2 θ
+ 2a

(
a+ κζ cos ζ0 +

√
1− a2 κκζ sin ζ0 sinhµ

)]
≥ 1 .

It can be shown that this inequality is obeyed for any allowed value of (µ, θ) only for

ζ0 = ±(π/2). For any other value of ζ0 there is a region in (µ, θ) space where the inequality

is violated. This means that our solutions with ζ0 6= ±(π/2) cannot be written as solutions

to the BPS equations in the form studied in [23, 24].
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For ζ0 = ±(π/2) and arbitrary a, one can check that the eleven-dimensional solutions

in appendix B.1 are identical to the Janus solutions found in [23]. For those solutions, the

Riemann surface is an infinite strip, −∞ < x <∞, 0 ≤ y ≤ π/2, and

h(w, w̄) =
4i√

1 + λ2

(
sinh(2w)− sinh(2w̄)

)
, (B.38)

G(w, w̄) = i
cosh(w + w̄) + λ sinh(w − w̄)

cosh(w̄)
, (B.39)

where λ is a real parameter. The explicit formulae for the metric functions simplify when

written in terms of two real functions, F+(x, y) and F−(x, y), see formulae (3.16) and (3.17)

of [23].20

Suppose now that the two metrics (B.1) and (B.22) are identical. Since the AdS3 and

the two three-sphere directions are unambigous, the product f2
1 f

2
2 f

2
3 should be equal to the

corresponding product of the metric functions in (B.1). Using (3.16) and (3.17) in [23], we

then find

4

1 + λ2
cosh2(2x) sin2(2y) = 4 e2A(µ) sin2(2θ)

= (1− a2) cosh2(µ− µ0) sin2(2θ) ,

(B.40)

where in the second line we substituted the solution (5.28) for A(µ). From the factorized

dependence on the respective coordinates in both sides, it is clear that we must set

x =
1

2
(µ− µ0) , y = θ , λ =

κλ a√
1− a2

, κλ = ±1 . (B.41)

Next we compare the metric functions along AdS3, where for µ = µ0 and θ = π/4, after

using (B.41), we get that the following expression should vanish

f6
1 − e6AY Ỹ = a2(1− a2) cos2 ζ0 . (B.42)

This sets the initial angle, ζ0, in (5.26) to ζ0 = ±(π/2). Then by evaluating the left hand

side in (B.42) for arbitrary µ and θ we obtain the relation between the discrete parameters,

ζ0 = +
π

2
, κλ = κζκ or ζ0 = −π

2
, κλ = −κζκ . (B.43)

Finally, using (B.41) and (B.43), we verify that

F+(x, y) = Y (µ, θ) , F−(x, y) = Ỹ (µ, θ) , (B.44)

and that all the metric functions agree. Since the metric (B.1) for ζ0 = +(π/2) and κ

is identical with the metric for ζ0 = −(π/2) and −κ, this shows that there is a one-to-

one correspondence between the solutions in [23] and the solutions in section B.1 with

ζ0 = κ(π/2).

It appears that the parameter c′, discussed in detail in [65], may offer a resolution

to the puzzle that our Janus solutions with general values of ζ0 do not fall within the

20There is a typo in (3.17), where cos(y) and sin(y) in f2 and f3, respectively, should be interchanged.
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classification of [24]. That parameter was fixed to a particular value, c′ = 1, in the analysis

of [23, 24], but as shown in [65] and a forthcoming paper [66], there are also supergravity

solutions with general values of c′.21 A preliminary analysis suggests that our solutions

with generic values of ζ0 may indeed fit into that more general class of 1/2-BPS solutions

with c′ 6= 1. It is also clear that a complete comparison will be quite involved and we defer

it to future work. Here let us note that having such a match would be very interesting since

it will imply that our Janus solutions with generic ζ0 are invariant under the superalgebra

D(2, 1; c′)×D(2, 1; c′) which is not a subalgebra of the OSp(8|4) symmetry algebra of the

ABJM theory.

C Other first order reductions

In this appendix we summarize truncations for which the Killing spinor, εj , lies in repre-

sentations, Rε, that were not considered in sections 6 and 7. Those are:

(i) (3, 1, 0) + (3,−1, 0) for SU(3)×U(1)2,

(ii) 7 for G2.

Our main conclusion here is that these representations of the Killing spinor do not allow

for supersymmetric Janus-type solutions.

We start with (i) where the spin-3/2 variations (4.2) along t and x reduce to (4.10),

but with W =W3, where

W3 =
1

2
√

2

[
4e−iζ sinh3(α) + 3 cosh(α) + cosh(3α)

]
=
√

2
(1 + zz̄2)

(1− |z|2)−3/2
.

(C.1)

We note that W3 cannot be expressed in terms of a holomorphic superpotential, V, as

in (4.11), which appears to be a telltale of trouble. Indeed, unlike in section 6, the spin-

1/2 variations split into pairs of equations for the Killing spinors, εa and εa, of opposite

chirality:

γ4 εa − 3

g

(α′ ± i
4 sinh(2α)ζ ′)

∂αW3
εa = 0 , a = 1, . . . , 6 . (C.2)

This forces us to set

ζ ′ = 0 . (C.3)

It is then straightforward to check that for a constant ζ = ζ0, the consistency between

the first order equations that follow from supersymmetry variations and the equation of

motion and the energy condition for the Lagrangian (6.6) yield the following equations for

A(µ) and α(µ):

e−2A

`2
= 2g2 sinh4(2α) sin2 ζ0 (sinh(2α) cos ζ0 + cosh(2α))(

2 sinh2(2α) cos ζ0 + sinh(4α)
)2 , (C.4)

21We would like to thank the authors of [24, 65, 66] for the correspondence clarifying this issue.
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and

(α′)2 =
1

2
g2 sinh2(2α) (sinh(2α) cos (ζ0) + cosh(2α)) . (C.5)

It is clear that the latter equation does not admit solutions with a turning point, µ0, at a

finite value of α(µ0) which rules out Janus-type solutions in this truncation.

The truncation in (ii) has a similar structure, where the sevenfold degenerate eigenvalue

of Aij1 in the spin-3/2 variations along t and x yields the superpotential

W7 =
√

2
[
e−iζ sinh7 α+ e−iζ

(
6 + e4iζ

)
sinh3 α cosh4 α

+
(

6 + e−4iζ
)

sinh4 α cosh3 α+ cosh7 α
]

=

√
2

(1− |z|2)7/2

(
1 + z3 + 6zz̄2 + 6z2z̄2 + z̄4 + z3z̄4

)
,

(C.6)

which does not arise from any holomorphic superpotential. The spin-1/2 variations do not

reduce to a simple expressions as in (C.2), and their consistency requires that

8
(
e4iζ − 1

)(
sinhα+ e3iζ coshα

)
α′

= i
[
2e3iζ cosh(2α)

[
− 2eiζ cosh(α)

(
e3iζ sinh(2α) + 7 cosh(2α)− 3

)
+ sinh(α)− 7 sinh(3α)

]
+ cosh(3α)− cosh(5α)

]
ζ ′ .

(C.7)

By taking the real and imaginary parts of (C.7), we obtain a homogenous system of

equations for α′ and ζ ′, which has a non-zero solution provided

[1 + cosh(4α) + cos ζ sinh(4α)] cos ζ sin2 ζ = 0 . (C.8)

The first term is obviously non-zero, hence we must set

ζ = n
π

2
, n ∈ Z . (C.9)

The resulting truncations of the N = 8 theory are the SO(7)+-invariant truncation for

n even and the SO(7)−-invariant truncation for n odd. In the former truncation, the first

order system can be shown to be inconsistent with the equations of motion. In the latter

the first order equations are consistent with the equations of motion but do not admit

Janus-type solution with a finite turning point.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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